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Three's A Charm
Local leaders push for four-lane alternate
By STACEY CROOK
Stan Writer
There is a one in three chance
Murray will get good access to a
_
major four-lane highway.
However, ohe local business
man thinks the new road is a sure
thing.
"Alternate three will be
selected," said Bob Jackson, president and chief operating officer
of HT Marketing.
Three mutes have been proposed that would connect Cadiz to
Mayfield. Officials estimate the
project, one of the largest west of
1-65, will cost more than $4
million.
Perhaps one of the biggest
undertakings in this project will
he the construction of new
bridges over Kentucky Lake and

Lake Barkley at an estimated cost
of $60 million each.
Alternate three would run close
to Ky. 94 in the east part of Calloway County and just north of
Murray RCA( the industrial park
then close to Ky. 121 in the west
part of the county.
The first alternate would not
come through Calloway County.
Its proposed route is close to Ky.
80 and would run near Hardin.
Alternate two splits the difference of the first and third
alternates.
Jackson, who has close ties to
the governor, said he thinks the
third choice is the only logical
route because it serves the population centers of far west
Kentucky.
"Roads like this happen once

ii One of the things that's happened in
the post...one of the reasons we haven't
gotten a four-lane is because we
weren't' united. 33
...Mayor BM Cherry
in a lifetime," he said.
Jackson is not alone in his per.
ception He said Trigg, Graves.
Fulton and McCracken counties
are also supportise of alternate
three.
Bringing projects to NIurras
and Calloway County is not new
to Jackson. He was one of the
local leaders who got a S750,000
community block grant for Murray to be used in the North Du-

glass area.
Marshall County is supporting
the first alternate.
"Marshall County would like it
to run through Marshall County,"
Jackson said. "However, they
have 1-24 and the Purchase
Parkway.**
Steve Zea, executive-director
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, said the
highway would be a huge asset.
"Economically, we're having

problems with eastern traffic to
1-24 because (Ky.) 94 has weight
requirements," he said.
Large trucks with heavy loads
are not permitted to travel Ky.
94, as well as the bridges on Ky.
68 that cross Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley, because of weight
and width restrictions.
Industry has suffered from the
lack of an cast-west road.
"Probably the biggest problem
in talking to industrial prospects
about Murray is that we lack an
east-west road.
"We're the only city in the
Purchase area that doesn't have
an east-west road," Zej said.
Paschall Truck Lines, one of
the largest trucking companies in
the nation, knows about the Problems the lack of an east-west corridor creates.

Jimmy Caner, vice president of
pricing at PTL, said shipping
routes to the cast and west are
altered because of the inadequate
roadway.
"As- we move -from points to
the cast, having this road would
save us 40 miles per trip," he
said.
Currently, trucks routed east
have to go north to 1-24 and over
to the West Kentucky Parkway or
south through Tennessee and
connect with 1-40.
PTE., which is headquartered in
Murras, has 125 tractors in operation nationwide and employs
approxiinaiel MX/ people.
Caner said the new road would
help the company's growth rate,
which would mean more lobs.
• See Page 2

Regionalism
Committee adds new word to search
By AMY WILSON
slat/ Writer
Although several groups at
Murray State • University have
mentioned many of the same
qualities they would like to see in
the next president, regionalism is
something new to add to the list.
About 30 representatives from
the MSU Foundation, alumni and
the general public met with the
search committee Tuesday night
to discuss criteria.
Jim "Tiger" Barkett, a Murray
State graduate who has been a
supporter for more than 50 years,
said he does not think there
should be a national search.
"I think mistakes have been
made in the last 12-14 years and
for the last few years we have
been a laughingstock," he said. "I
-know a- lot of people in this area
who would fill the job of president. I think every effort should
be made to appoint a president
from this area."
Barkett also said he disagrees
with the idea of hiring a consultant to help in the search process.
Jim Frank, a graduate and a
retired member of the faculty,
said he agrees that a consulting
firm should not be used.
"I have never understood why

we need an outside consultant," region is better able to evaluate
the impact instead of a person
he said.
Roger Perry, who is serving as who is coming in from 5(X) miles
vice president of the away who only looks at num38,000-member alumni associa- bers," Perry said.
He emphasued that the alumni
tion, said the alumni would like a
president who is receptive to a association does not have an
variety of constituencies. In addi- agenda or candidates in mind.
Bill O'Brien of B.F. G(x)drich
tion, he said the search should be
conducted locally, as well as in Calvert City and a former
alumni association pre,iaent said
nationally.
there are things that need to he
"We hope in the search for
kept in focus.
someone that you don't overlook
"The educational opportunity.
that we have talented people locMUSI - he kept at the front," he
ally," he said.
said. "The president must he a
Search committee member
Wells Lovett asked Perry what leader who can pull together the
kind of public outcry there would staff that are there to fulfill the
be if the next president was one mission of Murray State."
He said taking a regional perwho had been born and reared in
spective is also important because
this area.
"We don't want local folks to those individuals who get degrees
be left out," Perry said. "There have to he able to compete in a
are some very good folks who global economy.
"Whoever you bring in has to
identify well with Murray State
and who have a connection to the be promotable," O'Brien said. "It
university. Those qualities are we do our work right as supporters of the university, that indiviimportant."
Search committee chairman dual isn't going to want to leave.
Sid Easley asked Perry if a local We need someone with a lot of
person would have difficulty energy, not someone who is
making difficult financial deci- going to retire in a few years."
Glenn Doran, who is a member
sions pertaining to reductions in
of the MSU Foundation and a
staff.
"A person connected with the
• See Page 2

Regents interview
second consultant
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
The second in a series of
search consultant interviews was
conducted on home ground Tuesday night by the Murray State
University board of regents.
Seven of the regents met with
representatives of Korn/Ferry
International, which was recommended by the chairman of the
search committee at Morehead
State University, said regent Sid
Easley.
While in Louisville Sept. 12-13
for Gov. Brereton Jones' two-day
conference on higher education
trusteeship, the board interviewed
Tom Watkins of Lamalic Amrop
International, a Dallas-based
company that has conducted two

searches for the University of
Kentucky.
Easley said the board plans to
interview a couple more candidates before a decision is made.
John Kuhnlc, who is based in
Washington, D.C., said a consultant's job is to be a partner with
the screening committee, not to
hire the president.
"This is what we do professionally," he said. "The strongest
candidates aren't going to stand
in line and apply. Most of the
successful placements are
recruited and depend on confidentiality, which is something we
give high priority to. The
strongest candidates prefer an
intermediary who can do some
• See Page 2

MEETINGS
• Murray City Council wi/I meet
Thursday at 6 30 p m in the council
chambers 01 City kin
• A Public Hearing will be held
Thursday It 7 p m in Curd Auditorium in
The Industry and Technology Building at
Murray Slab 10 Cascuss the construction
01 a 1010411110 hig1rWay CORREIA° Cadiz
to Mayfield. One of the proposed routes
ruin new 1140.7.

AMY WILSONledgof & T,rnes photo

Alumni Association officers Roger Perry, vice president; Dennis Jackson, president; and Bill Rayburn, assistant director for alumni programming and athletic giving, were among the 30 people who offered suggestions
about what MSU's search committee should be looking for in Its president.

Jones tells universities to shape up
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's universities must
focus on fewer programs, do them better and be choosier
about the students they admit, Gov. Brereton Jones says.
The alternative will be a higher education system that taxpayers can no longer afford, Jones said Tuesday.
The state's uniVCrsities and community colleges have historically been geared for maximum access and ever-increasing
enrollment.
"Economic realities tell us that expansion must be limited.
We have to find ways to live within our means," Jones told
a commission he appointed to review the higher education
system.
The commission is to make "basic decisions" about how
the system could be streamlined and submit a report to
.-Jones by Dec. 21.
The commission includes the presidents and board chairmen
of the eight state universities, chairmen of the General
Assembly's budget and education commiuees, the chairman
and director of the state Council on Higher Education and
top aides and advisers to Jones.
Jones said the COMmiss1011 would review:
—"Refinement" of the missions of the universities, with a
goal of less program duplication.
• See Page 2
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Clinton ready to
sell health plan
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -- In a
run-up to his hig speech on health
reform, President Clinton courted
capital pundits and MTV viewers
alike Tuesday, saying he is anxious for Congress to debate the
details and is open to changes ''if
somebody's got a better idea."
"The moment" for health care
reform has arrived, the president
said in one in a series of interviews. First Lady Hillary Clinton,
at the table for a power lunch
with columnists, predicted lawmakers would deliver legislation
to her husband's desk within a
year.
A day before formally present- • See Page 3

BRIEFLY...
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III The Louisville Orchestra will kick off
The Murray Civic Music Association's
1993-94 season at 8 p m romp at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium
Admission to the concert is free to Murray State students Or with an MCMA
membership Tickets may be purchased
at the door prior to the show

II It was a night for Tigers in boys and
girls soccer action, arid middle school
football play Tuesday
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to Congress. Clinton
n his
defended the financial underpinnings of the package yet made it
Jear that much was open to
negotiation "I want an honest,
open discussion on this," he said.
Said Mrs. Clinton, chief
architect of the plan: "What its
exact contours will he and how it
will he implemented I don't think
anybody can predict right now."
Democrats have generally been
supportive of Clinton's plan, and
Repuhkans have expressed support for health care reform, saying they are ready to work with
the administration.
Special interest groups pro-
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matching and sorting of
information."
One of Kuhnk's partners. Bill
Funk, also spoke with the committee members.
"John and I frequently team up
on searches," he said. "John is
close to you from Washington
and I am in Dallas.
"We are facilitators and do not
expect a vote. You as a group
will have to make the final
decision."
Regent Philip Lanier asked the
consultants how they develop an
understanding of what type of
candidate is needed.
Kuhnle said the consultants
would spend time on campus
talking with various representa-

r ‘rw •,

a

tives. Then, they would examine
the criteria provided by the committee and develop a statement
for potential candidates.
"This would include a statement of the university's mission
including challenges and a job
description." Kuhnle said. "Then
we would send it out to various
candidates. We will pursue any
nominations or recommendations.
"Presidential searches can take
an average of six months,"
Kuhnle said. "You will lose a
little time around the holidays.
The later you get into the spring,
the more competition you'll get
from other universities."
Although the cost of hiring a
consultant has not been discussed, it is typically a third of
the first-year salary of the incom-

ing president.
"That is fairly typical," said
Don Clapp, vice president for
administration at the University
of Kentucky. "Our understanding
was that the consultant would
receive an amount equivalent to a
third of the president's first year
salary plus expenses."
Clapp said the last two searches have been conducted by Lamalie Amrop International, most
recently the search in 1990 which
resulted in the hiring of Charles
Wethington.
"What a consultant does is
identify candidates, take over the
process of putting together information about the position and
collect information relevant to
the candidate's experience and
take it to the board or commit-

tee," Clapp said.
The last time a consultant was
used at Murray State was when
Dr. Kala Suoup was hired.
Joe Hedges, director of the
Murray State News Bureau, said
the consulting firm was paid
between S21,000-522,(XX), roughly a third of Stroup's lirst-year
salary of S65,000.
The board of regents voted in
August not to renew the contract
of President Ronald J. Kurth,
which will expire in July, 1994.
A search committee
as
appointed consisting of board
members Easley, Wells Lovett.
Beverly Ford, student regent
Brian VanHorn and faculty
regent Frank Julian. Board chairman James Butts is seising as an
ex-officio member.

ties. He said the new road would
increase efficiency and help cut
costs.
Along with PTL, there arc a
number of large trucking companies in Paducah that would benefit from the new road, Carter
said.
Zca said tourism and Murray
State University could also be
better served with an east-west
access.
The National Scouting

Museum and Land Between The
Lakes draw thousands of touriststo the area, Zca said.
"This would be an important
road to students. We need better.
safer routes for students," he
said.
A large portion of MSU's service region is cast of Calloway
County.
"The Governor and Don Kelly
(secretary of transportation) both
realize we need to be served,"
Jackson said.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry said
officials in Frankfort arc listening
and have indicated they want to
do what is best for the
community.
"This is a Murray-led project.
We started before the governor's
primary (in 1991)." Cherry said.
Gov. Brereton Jones has said
he is committed to building a
road, Cherry said.
"I feel confident about it
because of the university, special

events center and the industrial
park.
"This will benefit the city and
the county," he said.
Cherry said Calloway County
has been working together to get
a four-lane road.
"One of the things that's happened in the past...one of the reasons we haven't gotten a fourlane is because we weren't
united," Cherry said.
A public hearing will be held
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Curd Auditorium at the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology.
John Puryear, district engineer
with the Department of Highways, said this will be an informal meeting. Questionnaires will
be handed out in an cffon to find
out what people in the area think.
-A hearing has already been
conducted for the Aurora/Cadit
area. Puryear said most people
are concerned about where the
road will be.
"It's not possible to go from
point A to point B .and not go
through some homes," Puryear
said.
However, engineers try to plan
roads in a way that will affect the
least amount of people and
residences.
Maps and photos will be available so people can get a closer
look at the proposed routes.
Purycar said once a route is
determined, a construction and
engineering firm will design the
road. After designs are complete,
the state will begin work on the
rights of way.
"We'll make appraisal offers
and buy properties," he said.
Once rights of way have been
established, utilities will be
installed and work on the road
will begin.

III Local...
FROM PAGE 1
In 1992, 3,914 loads were
hauled into west 'Kentucky on
PTL trucks. More than 4,100
loads were shipped from west
Kentucky to destinations across
the country.
Carter said not every trip
would have been affected by an
cast-west route. but many would.
PTL services many of the region's industries in several coun-
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The project will be done in
several phases, Purycar said.
Construction of the four-lane
bridges will be the most massive
phase.
"The bridges will be in the
general direction of the current
ones," Puryear said.
Negative comments on the project have been few and far
between.
Jackson said he has only
received two or three negative
remarks out of nearly 200.
Cherry said he has had three
calls about the project.
"They weren't actually complaining, they just wanted to
know where the road would be
built," he said.
Zca said he has heard concerns
from residents about the road's
location. However, answers to the
exact route will not be answered
until the later stages of planning.
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"Admittedly we need some
amount of duplication," Jones
said. "However, the time of
being all things to all people
has passed."
He also said the universities
"must enroll only well-prepared
students." High school seniors
not meeting admission standards
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Governments duel in Russia
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia was
torn by dueling governments
today after President Boris Yeltsin suspended parliament and
hard-line lawmakers, meeting in
their barricaded headquarters,
voted to impeach him.
Vice President Alexander RUBkoi tried to grab the reins of pow-('
er but appeared to be failing as
military arid police commanders
remained loyal to Yeltsin. There
was little public reaction and life
in Moscow and other major cities

normal.
Rutskoi's main hope was in
some of Russia's far-flung regions, such as the vital oil producing Tyumen district of
Siberia, where the vice president's supporters threatened to
strike.
In what amounted to a coup
against his longtime foes, Yeltsm
went on television Tuesday night
and announced December -elections to a new parliament. His
declaration trampled the Sovietera constitution.
was

FROM PAGE 1
former regent, said he would like
the next president to know how
to raise money,
"Historically, we have never
depended much on private
money," he said. "We arc going
to have to emphasi/e the foundation and private money more than
in the past. It's going to take
someone who knows how to raise
money."
Doran cautioned the committee
not to let the list ()I criteria stand
in the way of an otherwise qualified candidate.
"Don't let a person slip by
because he doesn't meet one of
the qualities," he said. "If he does
not have a Ph.D or 15 years
worth of classroom experience, I
urge you to keep him in the pot.
The main thing is that he be able
to work with you as a board."
Jimmy. Carter of Paschall
Truck Lines said the candidate's
involvement as an undergraduate
would reveal how he leek about
student hie.
-He should care first and foremost about the students and looking at his involvement as an
undergraduate would illustrate
how important he thinks student
life is," Carter said.
Donna Herndon, former director of alumni affairs, said she
thinks the next president needs to
he someone who really cares
about people.
"The person who leads us will

need to be able to inspire each of
us with a vision and explain how
we fit in that vision," she said.
"We need someone who can
inspire the alumni to give when
they don't have much to give and
someone who understands fundraising doesn't begin with the
asking.
"We need someone with basic
human decency who can recognue the potential in every individual," she said.
Prior to the meeting with the
general public, the committee met
with about 25 members of Staff
Congress and other interested
staff.
Debbie Waggoner, former Staff
Congress president, said the next
president should be a good manager and a communicator who is
able to carry on a conversation
anywhere.
Rosemary Miller, director of
small business development center, said she wants the committee
to keep in mind someone who is
truly a people-oriented person.
"It has to be a person with a
genuine love for the university
and what it represents," she said.
Custodian Jerry Holley told the
committee he would also like a
president who is able to communicate with a variety of people.
"A kind word goes a long way,
especially when we are working
hard to keep the buildings clean,"
he said. "I think it would be great
if we find someone who isn't too
good to say hello."
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SARALAND. Ala. (AP) — An Amtrak train jumped the tracks
and plunged into a foggy bayou before daybreak today, trapping
passengers in a submerged car and killing at least 26 people,
authorities said.
Steve Huffman, public information officer for the Mobile fire
department, put the number of confirmed dead at 26, and authontics said they feared it could go higher. One of the train's four passenger cars was completely submerged: the train had more than 200
people aboard.
"We do have fatalities, and it looks like it will be a large number," said Huffman.
Earlier, an Amtrak spokesman said 70 people were originally
unaccounted-for.
All three engines and four of the eight cars on Amtrak's Sunset
Limited derailed just after 3 a.m. in a remote, swampy area on the
northern outskirts of Mobile, Amtrak spokesman Clifford Black
said in Washington. Two of the derailed cars were passenger cars,
he said.
It was the deadliest crash in the history of Amtrak. created in
1970 to run the nation's long-distance passenger trains. Sixteen
people were killed Jan. 4, 1987, in an Amtrak crash in Chase, Md.
The Coast Guard used helicopters and boats to pull scores of
people from the murky water, and serft'divers in to look for others.
The cause of the accident was not immediately known.
The train was en route from Los Angeles to Miami, with about
200 passengers and 12 to 15 crew members believed aboard. Black
said.
Volunteers in boats left from area marinas to help bring the passengers to shore. Another Amtrak train was sent in to transport
survivors.
The accident occurred where a railroad bridge crosses over the
Mobile River and Bayou Sara Creek. The bayou is fed by the river.

•Regionalism...
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should enter a community
college.
—Efficiency and effectiveness.
Jones said that included a look at
how faculty time is used, whether
administrative staffs are too large
and how well the institutions take
care of their buildings and
equipment.
—Funding changes. Jones said
it should be based more on performance and less on enrollment,
"especially the enrollment of
unprepared students."
The universities were spared in
Jones' latest budget cuts, and he
promised to protect them against
future cuts if substantive changes

are made.
The chairman of the Senate
Education Committee predicted
that finding their niches would be
painful for the universities.
"They're going to have to do a
gut check," said Sen. Ed Ford,
D-Cynthiana. "I would have to
believe that the present mission
statement of every university ...
is exactly what they think it
should be."
Neither is there anything new
about deploring duplication in
higher education, Ford said in an
interview.

FISH FOR POND STOCKING
Delivery: Monday, September 27
Southern States, Murray
10-11a.m. Phone: 502-753-1423
Minimum Order — 25 Fish
We Furnish Your Hauling Containers To place an order, call the store above or call

1-800-247-2615
(Orders do not have to be placed in advance)

FARLEY'S FISH FARM
Cash, Arkansas 72421
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Canadian health system: how to pay for it?

]es

hospital emergency room.
The idea is to pump more
money into the system and prevent people from running to the
doctor with every sniffle. Few
like the idea, but tough economic
times arc forcing governments to
consider it.
But many fear user fees will
mean an end to universal coverage, foreshadow far higher fees
in the future and shift the burden
of paying for health care to the
sick rather than spreading it out
equally.
Health- care in Canada COST
S66.& billion (in (1.S. dollars) in
1991, or 9.9 percent of gross
domestic product. That's SI,870
for each of Canada's 27 million
inhabitants. Of the total, S36.4
billion came from tax revenues.
The rest was paid by patients for
such things as dental care, drugs,
cosmetic procedures and private
Innnadt rooms, --which -are not
covered.
Despite the acknowledged need
for improvement in the system,
surveys show Canadians generally arc happy with it. Doctors,
who have no shortage of complaints, also agree the system
does the job.
In fact„there_is no one Cana-

dian health system but 12. Health
care is the responsibility of the
10 provinces and two territories.
The federal government contributes substantial funding.
Health care accounts for about
one-third of most provincial
budgets. In Onuno, for example,
that comes to 5I3.2 billion in
1993.
There is no specific health care
tax. The money comes out of
general revenues.
"You pay all this money in
taxes, a lot of it, but you don't
know if it,'s going -to health care
or to fix a road or to buy a tank,"
said architect Les Poxon.
The difference between the
Canadian and American
approaches, according to Dr.
Alan Hudson. president of Toronto' Hospital. is that Canada's
emphasis is on cost control while
American health care is aimed at
revenne_gencrati(m.,
What some are questioning
now is just how effective the cost
control has been.
"We have a system that is
very good at delivery of health
care, but we don't have the costs
under control,— said Brian Ferguson. He is a professor of economics at the University of Guelph
---- • ---•
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TORONTO (AP) — Canada's
538 billion health care system is
the largest single industry in the
economy, providing fret medical
care to all and allowing no one to
fall through the cracks. But can
the country still afford it?
As some Americans look toward Canada as an example of how
to provide health care. Canadians
are faced with tough economic
decisions about their own program. Virtually unanimous in their
support for universal health care,
some now wonder just how free
should free medical care be.
A ranattian going to the doctor
or the hospital merely presents a
health insurance card, never
receiving a bill. Physicians collect pre-set fees directly frein the
government. Hospitals get an
annual operating sum and have to
support themselves from that.
"Let's face it. I feel secure,"
said- Toronto - .izavel age= Diane
Souccar. "I know that regardless
what happens to me. I'm going to
set a doctor. I don't live in fear
of bankrupting myself. The concept is fantastic."
But the rising cost ol the Canadian system has brought calls for
Canadians to pay at least a token
fee when they visit a doctor or
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NEW YORK (AP) -- Seven
years after he left the United
States in handcuffs on charges
that he was a notorious Nati,
John Demjanjuk returned today
as a free man.
The 73-year-old Demjanjuk,
acquitted of being Nazi death
camp guard nicknamed "Ivan the
Terrible," flew in on an El Al jet
that touched down at 6:40 a.m. at
Kennedy International Airport.
Accompanied by two police
cars,- Demjanjuk -was- driven-in a
• van to a waiting small plane that
apparently had been chartered to
take him back to his home in
Ohio. He boarded the turboprop
as its engines whined.
Demjanjuk was quiet during
the El Al flight, speaking to
reporters only through his family.
"It is time for him to fade back
into normal life," said his son-inlaw, Ed Nishnic.
Other passengers were mcire
vocal.
"They gave him bread to eat
and I'm supposed to touch it after
him?— yelled Eden Kohada, an
Israeli woman who resides in Los
Angeles.
The Ukrainian-born Dcmjan-
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vided a preview of the battle
ahead.
The AFL-CIO pledged to
'support this historic initiative."
The American Hospital Association cited "serious concerns"
about key elements of the president's plan, including cuts in
Medicare and Medicaid.
Hit from all sides with questions abouL how he would pay for
the new health benefits, Clinton
replied: "I'm not trying to sugarcoat it. 1 have worked harder to
get better cost estimates on this
than anybody • ever has."
But aides said a final decision
was still to be made on at least
one contentious matter How to
mete out new "sin taxes" on
tobacco and perhaps alcohol.
Wednesday night at 9 p.m.
EDT, Clinton delivers what may
be the most important speech of
his presidency, laying out his vision for a health-care system that
would offer affordable coverage
to everyone — regardless of
income or medical status — by
the end of 1997.
Summing up the main goal, he
said simply, "You would be able
to get health insurance: it would
be adequate benefits, and you
wouldn't lose it."
Recalling that universal health
coverage has been talked of since
the days of Franklin Roosevelt,
Clinton declared: "1 believe.'very
strongly that this is the moment
when it is likely to occur because
I think there is a shared consensus that the costs of the system,
the escalating costs ... are greater
than the cost of change."
Employers would be required
to pay 80 percent of average
health-care premiums. with workers paying the rest. Small
businesses and low-income workers would get federal subsidies to
help them pay their share.
Pitching the plan with gusto on
the eve of its formal unveiling,
Clinton shuttled between interviews — with radio talk -show

the sick poor would lose - Ow
most.''
Ferguson says one ot the rea•
sons Canadians like the system is
because they don't see the costs,
which come Irvin general
revenues.
"For that matter." he said,
"most doctors don't know the
costs either."
"It's not a had . idea at all."
said Ms. Soucs.-ar. "It would
weed out the hypochondriacs and
the people who are abusing the
system.''

Ontario condemns user fees as "a
University of Ottawa Economic tax on illness that shill nenher
Projects. which is studying the address the real health care fundthe
iansystem.
Canadian
ing issues nor improve responsihave
second-highest ble use of the system."
cost system in the world after the
"User fees, however the are
United Stales. The inefficiency is applied, redistribute the costs of
in the system as a whole."
the health care system from the
Most politicans reject the idea healthy to the ill," said the
of user fees. Prime Minister Kim report's co-author, Unisersit) ot
Campbell suggested she might British Columbia economics Proconsider it, drav.ing a storm of fessor Bob Evans. "Since wealthy people tend to be healthier and
ticism.
criA
report prepared for the Pre- poorer people sicker, the healthy'
mier's Council on Health in rich stand to gain the most and

and a member of the Queens-
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Free Eye Screenings.
Tired of glasses or contacts?

Try-Wit: nearsighted or hive

Astigmatism,

come to our FREE screening to see if
you're a candidate for radial keratotomy.

If you're 55 or older and your vision 1,
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Come to our FREE catmact screenuw
It) find out for stlIT.
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juk, a retired autoworker from the during World War II.
Cleveland suburb of Seven Hills,
Demjanjuk remained jailed
for
Israel
in
had been imprisoned
until all appeals were exhausted.
TA years, five of them under a
As he took the seat on the jet.
Thursday, September 23,
Thursday, September 23, 1993
death sentence.
Demjanjuk was surrounded by
He had been extradited from
200-4:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
relatives and bodyguards. Asked
the United States and convicted
how he felt, he smiled slightly
in an Israeli court of .being
but did not otherwise- reply.
"Ivan." a sadistic guard at the
"We feel really good. We
Trchlinka camp. He claimed he
to--8c-t home..''Nishnic
was a Soviet soldier captured by -can't wait instead.
. '
answered
.
,C>
the Nazis.
Demjanjuk was brought to the
•
Since the conviction, evidence airport, not far from Tel Aviv, in
has emerged from newly opened
convoy that included
VAN DYCK EYE CIN 1• 1 k
Soviet archives casting strong a police
cars and two vans,
police
seven
doubt that Demjanjuk was
freed earlier from the
"Ivan." The Israeli Surpemc after being
security Ayalon
maximum
John T. Van Dyck III, M.D.• Medical Director
Court overturned the conviction
Prison.
in July, but said there was strong
Call 1-800-489-0237 or 901-642-5003
Still, across Israel, the emoevidence Demjanjuk had served
oftur :s h I A tree •.1r.ir.•, r and 1:Lnk , r11.i sk recntng ‘ek and 3,,,
,
m
tions stirred by Demjanjuk. 73,
.
as a guard at Sobibor, another
have largely ebbed.
death camp in Nazi-occupied
ERNI
Poland.
At Israel's Ben Gurion Airport,
angry passengers shouted as
Demjanjuk boarded the jet.
"He should have stayed in
VALUE
SPINAL EXAMINATION
prison. In my opinion, he's as
can
said
be,"
guilty
as
guilty
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
72-year-old Edward Spicer of
You may have ore of these 16
Los Angeles. Spicer said he was
imprisoned in four Nazi camps
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hosts and rock -video station
MTV — and sold his plan to
newspaper columnists over pinwheels of chicken breast and
asparagus at an East Wing
luncheon.
The administration made it
clear that much of the plan is
open to negotiation — but not the
ultimate goal of universal, affordable coverage.
Mrs. Clinton, joining her husband for lunch, said that if Congress opted to go more slowly in
phasing in universal coverage,
that could be acceptable — moving it from 1997 to, perhaps,
2000.
"These are all things we're
open to talk about," she said.
But Clinton quickly interjected
that slowing the timetable would
reduce savings. "You will never
get the maximum savings envisioned by this plan until you have
universal coverage," he said.
Clinton was checking and then
rechecking the 45-minute address
he will deliver to a joint session
of Congress.
He got an early draft from
speech writers on Saturday night,
and on Sunday turned it back
with suggestions for more work.
Clearly stung by questions
about whether the administration
could really pay for what it aims
to deliver, officials turned out in
force to defend the numbers on
which the plan is based.
Budget director Leon Panetta
said the administration still was
undecided on the specifics of
"sin taxes" to help pay for the
plan. •
"No, I'm not kidding," Panetta insisted when asked if he was.
Deputy Treasury Secretary
Roger Altman chimed in: "1
heard someone say the president's upstairs having a drink and
a cigar and he'll make that decision shortly."
Republican Party Chairman
Haley Barbour was not amused.
He called it "loosey gooscy" for
the administration to be 'lacking
critical details at this point.
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lest, a
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WASHINGTON TODAY

What Clinton must
achieve in address
to Congress tonight
By TOM RAW
Associated Press Writer
' WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton steps to the podium
for tonight's health-care address to Congress with at least one big
advantage: He's already gotten the public's attention on the issue.
The tricky part comes next.
"What does he need to do? It's simple," said Democratic consultant Paul Regale, who helped draft tonight's speech. "He has to
explain the most complicated domestic policy issue of the past 50
years ... in straightforward, human terms."
Alter spotlighting health care since early in his presidential campaign, Clinton finally is getting his chance to deliver his opening
pitch before a national television audience.
How he carries it off could bear heavily on his ability to steer the
massive program of change through a Congress that to date has
given him little margin for ei101._
The last major Clinton initiative — his deficit-cutting legislation
— passed Congress last month by the slimmest of margins, two
votes in the House and one in the Senate.
Clinton's history on major addresses is mixed.
He can be eloquent and effective. But he also has been known to
bog down in details and to speak too long.
White House aides say Clinton's 45-minute speech will deal with
the general outlines of the plan to extend health care protection to
all Americans and not dwell on details.
Learning from the mistakes of the budget battles, the administra.tion has taken great pains this time to lay the groundwork for the
plan by reaching out to Republicans and building coalitions among
various interest groups.
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, put in charge of a task force
that developed the plan, and other senior administration officials
spent hours briefing/lawmakers on the plan in advance.
The speech wiM---Zbild on all that advance work, administration
aides say.
"So far, he's doing all the right things," said James Thurber, an
American University political Scientist. "He's got to keep the
speech simple, keep it eloquent, and persuade people that his plan
can get things done. And that's a major task."
Polls suggest the major problem Clinton faces: While most
Americans want the health-insurance system overhauled, most of
those with insurance like their current coverage.
"That makes them very nervous," said Democratic pollster
Mark Mellman.
Mellman said Clinton needs to convince these Americans in his
speech that "no harm will come to them." Working to his advantage, said the pollster: "People think Clinton understands and cares
about the problem and that he's competent to deal with it."
Clinton acknowledged the. need to calm concerns, telling a group
of newspaper columnists Tuesday: "We thought most people
wanted to fix the problems with the system we have without undermining what they like about it."
So far, the debate has not produced the nasty partisan bickering
of other Clinton initiatives. And that should be a big plus tonight.
At least Clinton reasonably can expect applause from both sides of
the aisle.-Senate Republican leader Bob Dole already has called the plan
"a serious, honest effort to deal with a complex subject." And
Republican National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour
observed: "The fact of the matter is there is bipartisan support. The
fact is: We need health care teform."
But saying that is one thing and getting a bipartisan package to a
White House signing ceremony is another because the Clinton plan
will be dissected by dozens of congressional committees and hordes of special-interest lobbyists.
Republican consultant Charles Black said Clinton would be
smart to lay out general principles tonight without dwelling on specifics. But, Black added: "He has to give enough details so people
know what he's doing."
Democratic consultant Regale likened the health-care speech to
President John F. Kennedy's 1961 address vowing to send a man to
the moon within a decade.
"Kennedy said we will send a man to the moon and bring him
back. He did not say we will do it with a Saturn V rocket and that
we will have tracking stations here and there and there," said
&gala. who predicted Clinton will be equally adroit in avoiding
too many details.
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Sept. 12, Stillwater (Okla.) NewsPress on reinventing
government:
Dwarfed by mountains of office paper and cleaning supplies at a
government warehouse, President Clinton launched an all-out effort to
overhaul the federal bureaucracy.
The Clinton administration isn't the first administration to vow
efforts to make government more efficient and less wasteful. We've
heard the same line from previous presidents and we're likely to hear
it again. ...
The task has been dubbed "reinventing government."
(Vice President Al) Gore and Clinton have their work cut out for
them. History is replete with examples of. bold initiatives that have
come to just about nothing. However, their task is important. Our government is inefficient.
Pcople are angry and disgusted. They want changes. If the administration cannot make the government more efficient and less costly, it will
invite only further fury from an angry and cynical public. ...
The question remains, can the administration succeed in restoring
sanity to government' It remains to be seen but Congress must change
laws - and eliminate agencies and programs that aren't needed.
It's a tall order, but it is one that Congress must undertake.

Inequity is revenue, not sex
The question of fairness isn't
always an easy question to
answer — especially in the
strange world of college athletics.
Murray State University is currently preparing data for the U.S.
Department of Educatio's Office
of Civil Rights after the office
notified the university thit it had
received a complaint that MSU
discriminates on the basis of sex
in the university's athletic
department.
Under Title IX, the university's
athletic department must provide
equal athletic opportunity for
male and female students.
There is no question that there
is some inequity in the university's commitment to athletics. But
I contend that the inequity is not
along the lines of sex, but instead
along the lines of revenue.
Men's basketball and football
bring in revenue to the university.
In addition, those two sports
attract outside interest and attention that is prOfitable for the university. Healthy and winning
football and basketball programs
help sell the university in countless ways, and also help attract
students to campus.
Fund-raising is also driven, in
many ways, by atheltics. Donors
to the university, where they give
to the athletic department, or to

INSII)E SCOOP

David Ramey
Ledger et limes Staff Writer

'

academics, more often than not four national championships, and
will host the NCAA Championwant a winning football and
ships for the third time later this
basketball program.
school year.
Partially because of those
But I doubt many people who
demands, football-and-basketball
call themselves big Racer sports
coaches are held to a higher standard than other athletic coaches. fans can name you the coach of
the rifle team (Elvis Green), or
They are held under a microa couple of his current
even
the
scope, from students, alumina,
shooters.
media and even the rest of the
Even so, Green may have the
university and region.
toughest demand on wins and
I doubt, for example, if the
losses. After his S7,000 salary
community - would have rushed to
and benefits, and the S19,000 in
support Houston Nutt, for examscholarships, Green has S3,000 to
ple, if he were the coach of the
spend on the rifle team. In order
men's golf team.
But is it fair for the university
to make his budget, Green has to
rely on making the NCAA Finals
to spend $1.2 million on those
Iwo programs, and about the and getting NCAA money.
same on the rest of the athlotic
Coach Green is not alone in his
budget?
budget problems. Every Coach on
Thc answer is probably not.
campus faces similar problems —
trying to stretch scholarship dolDespite its four NCAA Tourlars to have enough athletes to
nament appearances since 198 ,.
basketball is not the most 'suc- compete, trying to save money on
travel and equipment, spending
cessful program on campus. The
.
_
university's rifle team has won - less and winning more.

GOuits WE Iti.ST TAKE ONE MORE

E%en football and basketball
are not immune to the budget
problems In Steve Newton's last
year as basketball coach, the university spent S584,388 on men's
basketball. In Scott Edgar's first
two years, the commitment has
dropped to S564,460 and
S509,730. Last year, Edgar had
S75,000 less to spend on recruiting, travel and other items than
Newton did in his final year —
and probably had just as much
pressure to win the Ohio Valley
Conference title.
This weekend, the Racer football team will not make an overnight trip to Middle Tennessee.
Instead, the Racers will bus down
Saturday in order to save S3,000.
It may leave them a little tircd
Saturday night when they line up
to face the Blue Raiders, but Nuu
needs the money for recruiting.
I agree that the university is
unfair when it comes to athletic
budget. But it's unfair in the athletic budget in the same way it's
been unfair across the university
as a whole in the last few years.
It is asking coaches and players to do more with less. Just like
it is asking professors, staff and
students to do more with less.
And that has nothing to do
with sex discrimination.

Lax AT ME CANADIAN SYSTEM „9

Gays, lesbians and the newsroom
A meeting was held recently in
Jslew York City that could have
:profound implications for journalists .and journalism. The National
Lesbian and Gay Journalism Association convened to urge the nation's major media heavies to_ hire
more homosexual reporters. The
function was underwriuen by a
$40,0(X) grant from The Ncw York
Times.
Dan Rather of CBS,Tom Brokaw
of NBC, Robert MacNeil of PBS,
Judy Woodruff of CNN, Arthur
Ochs Sulzberger Jr. of The New
York Times and, representatives of
Time magazine, USA Today,
Newsday and 'Knight-Ridder were
among the co-sponsors of various
events for the 560 members of the
gay media organization.
"You're no longer a group over
the horizon," Sulzberger told the
homosexual journalists," "and for
that you deserve credit and
congratulations."
There were pledges from the
networks and newspapers to consult
with the association and to recruit
more homosexual journalists. Of
course, most denied this has any'thing to du with advocacy or with
helping to mold public opinion in
favor of the gay lifestyle.
Among the most amazing comments was onc from Robert MacNcel, who said the climate is right
for openly gay correspondents "provided they weren't behaving distastefully." MacNeil is appealing

•

pertaining to sexual conduLt and
relations. If no standard of right and
wrong is available to discern what is
proper sexual conduct, what standard is there to determine what is
tasteful and what is distasteful?
Paul Salsini, a recruiter for the
Milwaukee Journal said, "There's
such an energy here, and that's what
you look for in a journalist." Really'?
I thought you looked for writing
skills, knowledge, experience and
people who deliver fair and factual
reporting, free of personal, political
and ideological bias.

The same week the gay journalists met,the news director of the Fox
Television station in Washington,
D.C., was fired when it was learned
he had been consulting with conservative groups in an attempt to make
sure his newsroom reflected ideological balance and his station's
newscasts did the same. Why is it
wrong for a hews director to consult
conservatives but right for the media to consult with and recruit
homosexual journalism?
It is generally asknowledged that
the major media are out of balance

Just drop us a line •.•
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than MX) words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should he addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

to the left, that they frequently
denigrate the views of pro-lifters,
religious believers and others in
what has come to be known as the
"traditional values" camp. You can
bet there will be no recruiting efforts
to hire journalists who fall into any
of these categories.
Throughout my earlier career as a
broadcast reporter, I was taught to
avoid even the appearance of a
conflict of interest. While writing
opinion pieces is different because
they are labeled commentary, I still
avoid encumbrances — such as
serving as a paid member on anyone's board of directors or accepting
favors from groups or organizations
about whom I might have to write.
Readers of my column ought to
believe that my views are my own
and that I am not anyone's payroll or
in a holding pattern to run for the
next election or advocating the
positions of a company I might
represent as a "consultant."
The incestuous relationship between the press and groups who
want to promote their political
agenda has to stop. Journalistic
credibility is already scraping bottom and if recruitment of gay and
lesbian journalists continues, other
groups wil I have the right to demand
that they be included in the mix. The
profession will resemble Bosnia: a
Balkanization of competing ideologics and a public that will no longer
he able to separate facts from advo-
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wife escapes with scratch
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Members of Four Rivers Pony Club honored at a recent banquet were,
from lift, front row, Lance Bowman, Camara Kennedy, back row, Adam
Swore, Justin Harper, Margaret Harper, Becca Sacora, Elena Clark, and
Amanda Barrow.

Club presents awards
Barrow placed eighth in the D-3
The Four Rivers Pony Club
division of regional Combined
held an awards banquet at Lowes
Training Rally and her team
on July 30 to recognize the
placed third. She was on an
accomplishments of its members
.cighth place team at Know over the past year. .
Down.
The U.S. Pony Club is a nonForrest Clark — was a member
profit organization dedicated to
developing well-rounded of a fourth place team at the regional Know-Down.
horscpersonS between the ages of
Ben Clark — received his D-2
5 to 21. The club serves the Jacklevel certificate.
son Purchase with current memOther winners included Becca
bers in McCracken. Graves, CalSacora, Adam Sacora and Candra
loway and Trigg counties.
Kennedy, all of Graves County:
Calloway winners were.-, the
Margaret Harper, Justin Harper
following:
and Lindsi Gray, all of Trigg
Elena Clark — first in the Clevel division at regional Know County: Lance Bowman and VanDown and advanced to the
essa Winters of McCracken
National Level Know -Down
County.
The Four Rivers Club will
Competition in August where her
sponsor a mounted event open to
team placed second overall in
non-Pony clobbers on Sunday,
1992. Know-Down is an equestrian quiz-bowl activity testing
Sept. 26, at Cars-on Park,
equine knowledge. Clark also
Paducah.
placed sixth in Musical Freestyle
For more information about the
and was a member of the sixth
club or to sign up for the coming
place team in regional Dressage
year, contact Ann Sacora, District
Commissioner, at 1-382-2775,
Rally. Clark is a C-2 level rider.
Arnanda Barrow -- achieved
Kathy Harper, secretary-treasurer,
her D-3 level certificate, the
at 1-522-6894, Leslie McColgin,
tughest level in the introductory
coordinator of instruction,.
1-674-5654, Marta Clar,
level of Pony Club, indicating
759-1625, or Nancy Bowman,
skills as an independent rider at
1-554-9899.
all gaints and over low fences.
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KLAMATH FALLS, Ore.(AP)
— Ken and Phyllis Campbell
were driving down Highway 9'7,
intent on making Klamath Falls
before stopping for the night.
There were two flashes of
light, she recalled, then a loud
crack just before a 14-foot boulder tumbled onto their pickup,
crushing her 59-year-old husband
to death. Mrs. Campbell walked
away with just a scratch on their
thumb.
"I don't understand. ... Just
God knows why," she said Tuesday at the bed and breakfast
where the couple had planned to
stop on the way home to Phoenix
after their annual trip to their
native Oregon.
The boulder — cut loose Monday night by an earthquake measuring 5.9 on the Richter scale —
was so big crews had to blast it
apart to clear the highway.
The earthquake, centered about
15 miles northwest of Klamath
Falls, on the eastern slope of the
Cascade Range, just north of
California. damaged buildings,
shattered windows and was also
blamed for a second death, that
of an 82-year-old Klamath Falls
woman who apparently suffered a
heart attack.
Mrs. Campbell had been

watching for deer along the highway in the fading light. The couple had reached a spot 15 miles
north of Klamath Falls where a
wire fence separates the highway
from a cliff to protect motorists
from falling rocks.
"There was a tremendous flash
in the sky, a short one first and
then a much larger one that lit up
the whole sky," she said. She
thought it was lightning, but now
figures it must have been transformers exploding from a power
surge.
"I heard a loud crack," she
said. "He suddenly yelled, 'No!'
It was right on top of us. There
was no way to get away from it."
The windshield,collapsed and
the truck spun out of control.
When the spinning stopped, she
unlatched her scat belt but
couldn't release her husband's.
She couldn't get the electric windows down, or the electric door
locks to open, though the engine
was racing.
She was afraid the truck would
catch fire. Then, a man was helping her out, saying his wife was a
nurse.
"We don't understand God's
reasoning," Mrs. Campbell said.
"We just have to trust what he
puts in our way."

SINGING THURSDAY — The Imperials, gospel singers for 29 years, will
present a concert on Thursday, Sept. 23, at 8 p.m. In Curtis Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. This Is being sponsored by Chi Alpha. Tickets are 82 each and are available In the Curtis Center office or
at Chi Alpha house. Members of the Imperials are Armond Morales,
Bass (Filipino), David Will, Baritone (German), Brian Como, Tenor
(French), and Mark Adcock, 1st Tenor (French). For more Information
call Mark Randall at 753-9786.

Fields charged in murder
and burglary at Grayson
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) — Carter District Judge William Woods
ordered an ex-convict held for
grand jury action on murder and
burglary charges in the fatal stabbing Of an 85-year-old woman.
Sammy Fields, 22, of Grayson,
is accused of k.iiling. Bess Sodham Horton on Aug. 19 in her
Grayson home.
Two police officers testified at

Monday's preliminary hearing
that they caught Fields in Florton's house that night, his Pockets full of Jewelry and knives.
Fields, son of Carter County
sheriff candidate James Ronnie
Fields. was released from a Bell
County work camp three weeks
before the slaying, alter sen. iig
45 months of a live-year senterhe
for theft and burglary.

HOMECOMING SUNDAY — The King's Sons will be featured In a gospel
singing at 1:30 p.m. for homecoming at New Mount Carmel Baptist
Church, Highway 121 South of New Concord, on Sunday, Sept. 26. They
are, pictured, from left, Tony McClure, Roger Stubblefield, Gary McClure
and Randy McClure. The Rev. George White will speak at 11 a.m. service with a basket lunch served at noon. Revival services will be Monday through Friday at 7 p.m. nightly with the Rev. Bill Miller as guest
speaker. The Rev Randy Kuykendall, pastor, invites the public to
attend

Wiggins Furniture's
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Starting Thursday, September 23rd
Everything's On Sale With Prices Too Low To Advertise!

Don't
miss our
largest
inventory
display
ever!
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WIGGINS FURNITURE
Where Quality Doestyt Carry A High Price
2 Miles North of Murray On 4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens • 753-4566
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Storey's

•

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

FARM FRESH
GRADE A LARGE
,Ahrtna

EGGS

Hio.4{..er

HYDE PARK

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING
NUNN BETTER

•••••

PEANUT BUTTER /1111
:
1 CHILI lilugsBEAN

FLOUR

929

11.411

18 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PEPSI
COLA I
•

Bowker, Hale
win England trip
for cheerleading
During the past summer a
Cheerlcading Camp was held on
the campus of Murray State
University.
University Cheerleaders Association hosted a camp attended by
approximately 13 schools and
200 individualcheerleaders.
About 10 of these individuals
would become all-star cheerleaders and gain the opportunity to
travel to London, England, and
cheer with the best in the United
States.
Two local girls, Kelly Dawn
Hale, 16, and Sabrina Bowker,
17, earned the honor to become
part of this select group.
Hale is the daughter of Donald
and Bonnie Hale, Rt. 1, Murray,
and Bowker is the daughter of
David and Ruthie Bowker. Etqlh
are honor studcnts at Calloway
County High School and are Co.
captains of the Cheerleading
Squad.
Although this is a great opportunity, the trip for the girls will
be very expensive. Any one who
would like to help these local
girls represent Calloway County
High, your donations would be
appreciated."
Checks should be made payable to Cheer London and mailed
to Kelly - Hale, Rt. 1, Box 32,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

2 LITER
PLASTIC

DEL MONTE

CATSUP

87

ZS 01. PLAIITIC SQUEEZE BTL.

•

The Purchase Area Development District (PADD) sponsors
the USDA Child Care Food Program, administered by the Kentucky -Department of Education,
in Family Day Care Homes.
The PADD currently sponsors
homes in Ballard, Calloway,Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
McCracken, and Marshall counties.
Meals arc served at no separate
charge to children at participating
homes and are provided wihout
regard to race, color, national
origin,sex,religion,age,orhandicap. If you believe that you or
any individual has been discriminated against in the Child Care
Food Program, write the Secretary of Agriculture, Washinton,
D.C. 20250.
Day Care Home providers who
wish to enroll their own children
in the program must complete a
free and reduced price meal application.
For additional- information on
participation or to obtain the
names and location of participating day care homes, contact
Cindy Andrews at the PADD.
247-7171.

•

r
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SPECIAL NEEDS
A tX)PTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
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Sun may create
snowy picture
on television
OVer the next few days the sun
may be creating a snowy picture
on your cable channels, according to Burncttc Ferguson,general
manager of Murray Cablevision.
"Twice each year, usually during March and October, the satellites that bring us cable programming travel in a path ducal) in
front of the sun." Ferguson said.
"The rays of the sun overpower
the signal coming from the satellite to our receiving dish, meaning interference and a snowy
picture for viewers."
The interference due to the sun
is expected to be visible in the
afternoon, and will last for no
more than five minutes. The
problem is expected to begin
September.30th and conclude
October 14th.
"This is an unavoidable situation for us," Ferguson said. She
added that it %ill also afteLl
viewers who receive satellite
programming front a satellite
dish.
"Thankfully, the problem is
brief." Ferguson concluded.
"But,if you experience continued
.service interruption's or the interference lasts longer than IS minutes, please call us. We v. ill send
someone out, free (il charge. to
investigate the problem.:
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Hello
Stranger!

"
EA. $2

Soarching for answers to all
those who/What/whore questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, It's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some usoul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more Call...

ASSORTED MARZETTI

•
38C0-• `.."14 -4

Tickets are now ..111:ible !or
boanding-tho-"Sagles Cruising!
Riverboat trip on the Queen oi
Clarksville paddlewheel boat on
Saturday.October 2. This annual
event was held last year in Paducah. KY, with over 250 people
attending the cruises. This year,
cruise organizers expect a larger
turn-out.
A 2 hour scenic cruise by
moonlight complete with use
entertainment and dancing, the
cruise will leave at 7 p.m.(hoarding begins at 6:30 p.m.) and'
return at approximately 9 p.m.
Music will be provided by "Short
Notice," The Queen ol Clarksville Riverboat is docked at the
riverfront at McGregor Park on
Riverside Drive in Clarksville,
Tennessee.
Admission price for the sin- •
gle's cruise is S I 5 per person.
Tickets must be purchased in
advance. The cruise is being
hosted by the Singles Organizational Society of Murray, but is
not limited to SOS members. All
singles are invited and encouraged to attend.
-Interested singles should make
their reservations as soon as possible because the cruise is limited •
to the first 150 people who make
reservations.
For reservations, call Jeanne at
(5(12)753-0224 or mail cruise fee
and number of reservations requested to: SINGLE CRUISE.
ATTN: Jeanne, Route 6, Box.10,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Founded in 1988, the SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational
support and social group for
singles of all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced,
oi widowed. The purpose of the
group is-It) provide support and
positive social interaction. It is
not a dating service, neither encouraging or discouraging dating. All singles, are invited and
.encouraged to attend a regular
meeting or social event.
The Murray Sinlges Organizational Society has organized
other singles groups in two states
and has plans to organize new
groups in several other locations.
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Senior Adults to go to Reelfoot
The Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church
will go to Reelfoot Lake on Friday. Sept. 24. The group will eat
lunch at Boyettc's and take a tour of Reelfoot Lake on a pontoon
boat to see American Bald Eagles. The cost of the cruise will be
S3. Also the group will take a short tour of the sites the church
Youth repaired dunng thier mission trip this summer. Seniors
should call the church office, 753-3812, to register by today
(Wednesday).

NARFE meeting on Friday
The Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees (NARFE) will meet Friday, Sept. 24, at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Robert L. Veagey, president of
Kentucky Federation, will be the guest speaker. Frances Churchill,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday

Tracey Lynn Tefft and
Michael Sean Kelly to marry

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday. Sept. 25, at 10 a.m. for breakfast at Log
Cabin Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at
492-8640 or Louie Brandon at 753-3517.

Cindy Bailey and
Dean Gillihan to marry

Cheerleading Clinic Saturday

Tefft and Kelly wedding Bailey-Gillihan wedding
vows will be said Nov. 6 vows to be said Dec. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Don Tefft of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Tracey Lynn Tefft, to Michael
Sean Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kelly of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lakee McKinney and
the late Horace Tefft, and of the late Richard and Bertha Lovins.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Muria! Wright and the late
Ralph Wright and of the late Jack and Geraldine Kelly. He is the
great-grandson of Mrs. Sadie Runyon of Murray.
Miss Tefft is a 1993 graduate of Murray High School. She is currently working at Apple Tree Daycare.
Mr. Kelly is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School. He
is employed by KB Associates Construction.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. at Poplar Sycipg Baptist Church.
No invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.

Murray High School Cheerleaders will sponsor their annual
Cheerleading Clinic for persons, ages 5 and up, on Saturday, Sept.
25, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the high school. This will include
instruction in cheerleading skills, cheers, sidelines, jumps and porn
poms. Awards will be given to all participants. To register call any
MHS cheerleader or 753-1564. Registration will be from 9 to 9:30
a.m. The fee will be SIO per person. Each one is asked to bring a
sack lunch and drinks will be provided.

Cindy Bailey of Nashville,-Tenn., and Dean (Bud) Gillihan of
Gallatin, Tenn., announce their engagement and approaching
marriage.
Ms. Bailey is the daughter of Mrs. Pauline Bailey of Murray and
the late A.C. Bailey. - Mr. Gillihan is the son of Mrs. Louise Gillihan of Gallatin, Tenn.,
and the late Larry Gillihan.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High School
and attended Murray State University. She is employed by Starstruck
Entertainment.
The groom-elect is a 1975 graduate of Gallatin High School. He is
employed by Gillihan's Service Station.
The wedding will take place on Friday, Dec. 10, at 7 p.m. at Hartsville Pike Church of Christ, Gallatin, Tenn. John Dale of Murray will
officiate.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend.

Club entries are wanted
Sue Allison, second vice president of Murray Witrnan's Club,
reminds all members of the deadline for notice of entries in the
First District Arts and Crafts Contest at Kentucky Dam Village on
Oct. 6. Allison said it is necessary that members with entries in
photography, painting., needlework, embroidery, cross stitch, quilting, pottery, basket weaving, latch hook, Christmas decorations,
braided rugs, etc., call her by Saturday, Sept. 25, at work,
753-6161, or after 5 p.m. at home, 753-8809. Entry forms must be
at the district by Friday, Oct. I.

Single Too plans events
Single Too has activities scheduled. The group will meet Friday,
Sept. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes for bowling and then go
eat at Pagliai's. On Saturday, the group will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
JCPenney parking lot to go to Pattic's Restaurant at Grand Rivers.
On Monday, Sept. 27, the group will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House with Francie Ray to talk about "YMCA Programs."
This is a support and social group for all single men and women
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Joe, 1-517-9177.

Country Club dinner Friday
Murray Country Club will serve dinner on Friday. Sept. 24, from
7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will be 8 oz. filet Mignon, salad, baked
potato, vegetable, roll and dessert for the pnce of 514.50 per person including gratuity. Reservations should be made by Thursday
night by calling 753-6113.
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Buddy," a neutered male sable/white Collie; "Jasper." a grey/black Tabby kitten; "Kelly," a spayed female German Shorthair housedog; and "Carrott," a male red Tabby shorthair
kitten. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday,
Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. Humane Society is a United Way agency.
For information call 759-4141.

Coldwater sale scheduled
Coldwater United Methodist Church will have a churchwide yard
sale on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 24 and 25, starting at 8 a.m.
each day at the church. Proceeds from the sale will go toward the
church building fund.

City-wide Yard Sale on Sept. 25
Freedom Fest '93 will sponsor West Kentucky's Biggest Fall
City-wide Yard Sale on Saturday, Sept. 25, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Applications may be picked up at the Murray Tourism Commission
Office, Commerce Centre, 805 North 12th St., Murray. For information call 753-5171.

SPECIALLY FOR WOMEN

"HEALTH ISSUES
FOR WOMEN IN
THE 90's"

Coleman Harrison Scott born
Mr. and Mrs. Colemarr-E. Scott
of 608 South 12th St., Apt. 3,
Mayfield, are the parents of a

One Hour FREE Lecture Series
Bridal Registry
Featuring Dr. George I Jirak,
013/GIN/In4e7tility

Kent Allen
Reynolds born
here Sept. 6

Sponsored by PineLie Malical Center
•.4
Tleiday,

(;FAIRGF V.PAK.

September

-1993, p.m.

(;omnutruty Confornce Room

BUSY?

join Dr.Jirak as he discusses various health
concerns of women in the years ahead.
For MOW tniormanon or to regtster 502-251-4545
PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
•

099 Medd Carver Cade,Meyfidd.Kentucky 42056
liantuctry Krv Pritoralling Maearal
OPTION 2000 Contracting Harry
Novara INetenee Network
Kentucky Teacher Atewerrent Systern
Conte Cant N•kvenK

HFALTH TRUST
LNIC.

Monday-Tuosday-Wednasclay 10-8;
Thursday 8 Friday 9-8;
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5
kro Apporcirmsra Nocessary Cal 759 yo 1

Want a haircut that won't cut
Into your schedule? Come in
or you
r wo:k or,. on weekends...
whenever It's convenient
for
For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565

baby boy, Coleman Harrison
Scott, born on Wednesday, Sept.
8, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
five ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
Mary Hobbs. A sister is Tabitha
Mills.
Grandparents arc Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Scott of Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Mrs. 'Earl Hobbs and
the late Mr. Hobbs, Rt. 1, Fancy
Farm.

Rebekah Brock, bride-elect
of Marc Duchett, has selected
her decorative accessories
from our bridal registry.
Rebekah and Marc will be
married October 16.

Fhtlyinese,Place,
753-4567

A WHOLE NEW LOOK
*

Mr. and Mrs. • Kenneth Reynolds Sr. of Rt. 5, Box 502, Murray, are the parents of a son, Kent
Allen Reynolds, born on Monday,
Sept. 6, at 9:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
nine ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Robin Allen. A brother is Kenneth Ray Reynolds Jr.
Grandparents are Ms. Susie
Allen of Murray, the late Robert
Allen of Atwood. Tenn., and the
late Elizabeth Reynolds and the
late C.M. Reynolds of Paris,
Tenn.
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PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH

CALENDAR

Just Ott Airport Rd. 3.5 MIMS From Town
'Indian Coin
-Gourds

Thursday, Sept. 23
Weduesday. Sept. 22
Murray High School events include Golf
Overeaters Anonymons/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Team hosts Caldwell Countyf3 15 pm
Community Center.
and Girls Soccer learn at St Mary's./5
taliersity Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 pm
;
i tis
m. mg I. Hearts Class/10 30
Bible (lasses/7 p.m/Glendale Road
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Chnst
Church of Chnst
St. Leo Catholic Church events include
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
pm
Legion of Mary/9 am
First I. sited Methodist Church events
First Manse Church events include
include Covenant Prayer/It) a m , hand.
Mother's Day Out/V a m and 3 pm.
bell Choir/4 pm Youth Club/5 pm
Convention Uniform 'ruche rs/ II am
lam Turner (iathering/t pm EsangelPrime Time of Memorial &win
tun Wort Area/7 p m
Ch
Firsi
tirali
Cibia
First Presbyterian Church events include
ristran Church events include
ARK/5 p m , Choir Practice/6 10 p m
Youth prayer time in parlor/5 pm
Outreach Committee/7_30 pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
Grace Baptist Church events include
include Evening Prayez/.5.15,4m,
Kid's Klubs. Bible Bxplosion, Youth
Statics Friendship of Paris, TemilLn 30
•
Bible Study. College Career Bible Study. - pm &arm Bureau Building, Pins Info/
Adult Bible Study/7 pm.
Kenneth Broach, 7i; 140
Memorial Baptist Church events include
AA and Al. %non closed meetings/8
Youth and Mission Groups/7 p.m. Sam
pm /Senior Citiacmc Center, Benton.
tuary Choir/11 p.m.
Chapter 50 of Dicahled American Wier
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
ant and AusiliarN
p m/Legion Hall
include Mid Week Bible Study/7 pm.
Murray Kloanis Club/6 pm /Sirloin
Westside Baptist Church events include
Stockade Rtitar
Adult Bible Study and Youth Choir
MurrayClub/noon/Seven Seas
practice/7 p.m.
Restaurant
New LW. Christian Center/payer and
St. Leo Catholic Church events include
-Legion rit VaryNTim
Oak Grove Baptist Chords/prayer meetMSU Cinema International Society
ing, RAs and (;A1/6 30 pm.
movie, "Raise the Red Lantern"/7 30
First Baptist Church events include
p m /Curtis Center lheater Admission
Enendship International/9 a m Ladies'
free
Bible Study/I0 am.Documenting the
MSI' Dance Company open house/4
Sprit Comminee/4 30 pm ; Grades 3 and
p m /Dance Stud,Rim :mg of Carr
4 Bowling and PI4.1114; at parkt4 30-6 I()
Health iicalilmg.
p m , Eellowship Supper/5.30 p.m
%1St Women's Center lecture on Save
Sell Defence Workshop/4
Library open/6 15 pm. Children's
Yourself'
pm /2nd floor Regents lIalt
Choirs. Klaymata and Praise!/630 pm.;
Wrather Nest Kentucky, Museum/orcn/
Prayer meeting/6 45 p m , Sanctuary
14 10 a m 416 p rn
(.
1.
:ihrs
orch
4 p
Land Between the 1 akes events include
Cristim
an Church events include
a in and I 30
Iron Indu,trc II
Reunion Group/7 am.; Evangelism
p m illontcpla,.. Planetarium Show/I I
Committe/ntion. Christian Family Fellowa in and : p m V sill Center. \ational
ship dinner/5 30 pm ; Bible Classes and
Homecoming Ride S a m /Wranglers
Singles Support Group/6 pm. 10 Cons•
Camp
mandments Class/6 05 p.m ,
,..Options/6 45 pm : Choir Practice/7 30
m
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church events include Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
MurrayBoard of Zoning
Adjustments/5 15 pm /City Hall.
Louisville Orchestra perforninnee, sponsored by Murray Civic Music
Association/8 pm /Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University Tickets may he
purchased at door._ info/753-3257 au
762-4516
()pen Riding/5 10 pm /West Kentucky •
Exposition Center.
Thursday, Sept. 23
Murray City Council/6 30 p m./City
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Michael Wyatt

Wright and Wyatt vows
said in church ceremony

day

iunty Hosast at Log
those reuAcClure at

Dana Lois Wnght and Jeffrey Michael Wyatt were maffied in a
summer ceremony at Pottsville Church of Christ.
Mark Hurt officiated. Wedding selections were provided by Acapeli3 Singers of Paducah with Shay Dodson_ and Tony Bohannon as
soloists.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny A. Wright of
Hickory. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Pauline Wright and the late
Newt Wright and of Mrs. Lerlene Jones and the late.,Vodrie and Lois
Jones, all of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Wyatt of Hardin. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Hutchens of Hardin and of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Wyatt of Almo. He is the great-grandson of Mrs. Genetu Harnson of Hardin and of Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt and Mrs. Shirley
'Hurt, both. Or - Murray. --- Tnna Wright of Hickory, sister of the bride, was honor attendant.
Bridesmaids were Joy Fortner of Bardwell, Missy Earles of Lone Oak
and Miranda Jones of Wingo.
Flower girls were Michelle Coles, daughter of Mr. arid Mrs. Mike
Coles of Hickory and Leah Hurt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hurt
of Hardin.
Lyndon Dunning of Calvert City was best man. Groomsmen were
Steve Higgins of Benton. Kelly Carwile of Calvert City, and Jeremy
Wyatt of Hardin, brother of the groom.
Ring bearers were Mitchell Rowe. son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rowe
of Wingo, and Eithan Guthrie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Guthrie of
Hardin, cousin of the groom.
Ushers were Jason Hargrove of Mayfield, cousin of the bride.
Daniel Gaines of Pensacola, Fla., Chris Moore of Benton, and Jamie
French of Hardin.
Candlelighters were Jason Hargrove and Grant Jones of Almo, cousin of the groom.
A reception followed at the church.
Assisting were Kendra Jones and Mrs. Tammy Jones, Hickory, Missy Kelton, Franklin, and Mrs. Phyllis Kelton, Memphis, Tenn., all
cousins of the bride, Mrs. Jennifer Eells, Murray, cousin of the groom,
and Mrs.. Dalea Perkins, Henderson, Tenn.
The guest register was kept by Kendra Jones. Rice bags were distributed by Mrs. Jennifer Eells. Mrs. Anita Reeves coordinated the
wedding.
After a wedding trip to Disneyworld in Florida, the couple is residing in „Hickory.
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Imperials concert/8 p m /Cum' Center
Ballroom, Murray State University
Info/75E9786_
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm f!vlurray-Calloway County Hospital
Humane Society of Calloway County/7
pm /Calloway County Public Library
Pet Therapy tripri pm /Calloway County
Public Library
T.O.T.A.L. Class/I p m /Glendale Road
Church of Christ. sponsored by Family
Resource Center, 753-3070
Hazel Center open/I0 a m -2 pm /for
senior citirens. activities.
Weaks Center open/8 a m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Weeks Community
Center/9-11:30 a.m., inside. 12.30-3 pm
outside.
Compassonlate FrIendsr/30 pm /board
MOT of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
TOPS 0461 Chapter/6 p m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Christian Singles Group/7 pm /at 800
North 20th St.. Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345. or Richard. 759-9994
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Clubr/ p.m./club house.
Magazine Club/2 p.m./Temptation
Restaurant.
Policy Manual Committee of CCIIS12.45
p.m./Roorn 113 at school.
Calloway County High School Freshmen
Football Boys host Lone Oak/6 pm
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m./St. John
Episcopal Church. Infor/53-0781.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where your ideas turn to gold
Dixieland Center

/
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CHRISTIAN SINGLE HORIZONS
LIFE ADJUSTMENT
WORKSHOP
(for singles)
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!sday, Sept.
ay County
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:asurcd 21
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OCTOBER 23 & 24, 1993
Saturday - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday - 1 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Ir. and Mrs.
tt. 7, May.
Hobbs and
tt. 1, Fancy

*Developing new positive skills for adjusting to and coping
with divorced, widowed, or single adult life situations.
*Healing for mind, spirit, and emotions.

1

born
'6

Take the first step in meeting your
financial goals with a low interest
"fixed rate" mortgage or a "cash-out"
refinance.
EJ
— keret tit

--Contact the mongage-specialists with
the superior products!

Lowe
Officer

*Conventional as low as 5% Down, VA &
FHA
'Adjustable and Fixed Rate Mongages
.5 and 7 year Fixed Rate Balloons
'Lender pant Closing Costs
'New ...Community Home Buyers- Loans
*Lowest Rates Available

Jdd
Fleet Mortgage Corp.

2850 Lone Oak Rd. • Suite 6 • Paducah • I-800-248-2301

Now through Sunday,
September 26th ONLY!
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FALL
FASHICIINS
PLUS SIZES 14 - 28

JUNIOR/MISSES SIZES

$1699
COORDINATES
RAYON CAREER

SOLID RAYON

BLOUSES
PRINT RAYON

TURTLENECKS

RiC4011
,
510

SWEATERS

$1699

SILK

BLOUSES

REG. TO $32.00

50`)/00ff

STIRRUPS &
LEGGINGS

BLOUSES

REG. $25.00

$1999
REG. $27.00

RAYON

$19
99
;
1(
.01/;
:
SKIRTS & PANTS REG.
To $F3

STIRRUPS

99
94
REG $25.00

OVERSIZED
REG TO $20 oo

KNIT TOPS

14
99
REG $25.00

KEY LEADERS: Dean Ross, Bill Ticknor & Jo Beth Ticknor
ADDITIONAL BOARD MEMBERS: Nancy Nygaard, Lee Hopkins,
Linda Darnell, Barbara Pursley, Denise Willis & Helen Campbell.

EVERY COAT ON SALE
-NO EXCEPTIONS'

For information, call 753-0013 or 753-3824

look for terrific savings on Girls and Men's Fashions Too!
,‘‘ in most stort.%o

0 USE YOUR

Name

FASHION BUG CHARGE. viSA NYASIRCARD A/AIRICAN EXPRESS,()escort

Address
Phone (
Please enclose check ($25); Scholarships available on request. Limited to the first 25
applicants.
Early Bird Special thru Oct. 9th $20.00

JTASHION BUG

Clip and mail to:

•

$11699

STRETCH

REG:$35.00 Now $17.50

•
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First Christian Church
111 North 5th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

FALL CLEANING SPECIAL

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
17, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
MeNichois baby boy. parents, Matz
and Greg. P0 Box 1396. Cadiz.
Bunyan baby boy, mother, Royannis
Thom, Rt 1. Box 174C. Gilbertsvilie.

e"../4, $39.95 .__.
Carpet Cleaned Deep Steam Extraction
Two Rooms and Hall

•

—
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4

Carpet Cleaning & Building
Otter Expires 10/1013 474-8339
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McCaJlon baby girl, parents, Margaret and Phill. Rt 1, Box 165.
Kiricsey;
Underhill baby girt, mother, Michele
Lambert, PO Box 58, Dexter,
Eldridge baby girl, parents, Alsion
and Jeff. 504 South Eighth St
Murray

1B-11-N•G•0

Dismissals

Sponhored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

14500 Letter H Jackpot!!!
I•oroztri,
• 14 Games -- $100 Each
frit904,904:,
11,1
:0$4
44Y
• $1000 Jackpot — (55) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each aeek
ttlike,‘"
• Letter "It — 30 Numbers or Less Pays 82500!
recompilation Prize - 10% of 11" Jackpot, minimum Cue
Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%
• 3 Special Games
Psi

National Guard Armory

Mr. and Mrs. Eric F. Crigler

Hwy. 121 Islicirth, Murray, Ky.

LOOKING FOR
ONE LIKE THIS?
Look At This One!

tAt

•

•111.

4
a

This spacious 2600 sq. ft. home features 3 bedrooms,2 baths and central gas heat. Situated on a
lovely landscaped lot, it is near shopping and other
conveniences. Excellent conditions inside and out.
All for under $100,000. MLS #5237. Call Roberts
Realty at 753-1651.

021.46

• Rushing-Crigler vows
solemnized at church

Lee Ann Rushing and Eric F. Crigler were married Saturday. July
17, at First United Methodist Church.
• • • •
John Dale olticiated. Music was by Mrs. Joan Bowker, organist,
Four newborn admissions and
and Mrs. Margery Shown, soloist. Readers were Kevin Spencer and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Brad Hays.
County Hospital for Saturday.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rushing of Murray and
Sept. 18, have been released as
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Crigler of Louisville.
follows:
matron
sister
of
the
bride, was
!Ors. Lori West oi Nashville, Tenn.,
Newborn admissions
of honor Bridesmaids were Mrs. Kimberly Doran ol Mayfield, sist6r
Milby baby boy, mother, Lori Dar01 the groom, Mrs. Dee Dee Hennesay, Scottsdale, Ant., Ms. Amy
nell, RI 3. Box 1010, Murray,
McCage of Louisville, Ms. Tonya McCannon of Cincinnati. Ohio, and
Culp baby girl, parents. Stephanie
and Daryl, Flt 6, Box 527-3, Benton.
Mrs. Kim Weatherly and Mrs. Stacy Weaver, Atlanta, Ga. Flower
ran ofMiylield, ' Henson baby boy, mother, Samantgirls were Miss Dara Doran and Miss Samantha
ha Kent. RI 4, Box 567 A. Benton,
nieces of the groom.
Stallons baby boy, parents. Joy and
Groomsmen
Dr. Vish Talwalker of Nashville, Tenn., was best man.
Ken, P0 Box 1264, Cadiz
were Joey Hamilton of Louisville, Scott Lutz of Lawrence, Kan., Troy
Dismissals
Edens and Jim Sheheen of Nashvillle, Tenn., and Mark Workman of
Mrs Teresa M Capps and baby girl,
At 2, Box 312-B, Puryear, Tenn ,
Murray. Ushers were Michael West of Nashville, Brad Hays of FlorCody Frazier, At 1, Box 57H, Buchaence, Ala., and Kevin Spencer of Houston, Texas. Ring bearer was
nan, Tenn ;
Nickolas Mathers of Scottsdale, An.
Mrs Gola A Boyd. J-7 Murray ManA reception at Murray Woman's Club House followed the cereor, Murray; Mrs Robbie A Withersregister.
mony. Ms. Kathryn Carroll of Murray attended the guest
poon, 410 South Eighth St. Murray,
Mrs Cheryl L Clark, 1305 Story
The couple is now residing at Louisville.
Ave , Murray, Mrs Ladonna J Parks.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
P.O Box 121, Sedalia; Marshall S
University with a Bachelor of Science degree in elementary education.
Higgins, Rt 7, Box 214, Murray,
She is employed by Jefferson County School Board.
Paul D Sutton, At 6. Box 340 D,
The groom is a graduate of Ballard High School at Louisville and
Paris, Tenn Mrs Fannie Poe 1505
Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics. He is employed with Teledraft. Inc. of Louisville.

753-1651

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPT. 24-25 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

The wedding of Miss Robin
Denise Westerman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Westerman,
and Chad Lee Young, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Young, all of Murray, will be Friday. Sept. 24, at
7:30 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
John Dale will officiate at the
ceremony. Music will be by
Roger Hutson and Leigh Anne
Barrett.
The matron of honor will be
Teresa Hudson. Bridesmaids will
be Twilia Young and Laura
First Baptist Church recently sponsored a basketball clinic at Racer
Arena, Murray State University. Instruction was given by the Kentucky
Baptist Sports Crusaders. They also shared with the group about their
recent mission trip to Brazil and their own relationship to Christ. Pictured are those attending at Racer Arena.

Hope Danielle Reed is born

HERITAGE
FURNITURE
Selling A Complete Line of
Handcrafted, Solid Wood Furniture

•

plus...
Upholstered Furniture
Blacksmith Crafts
Gift Items & more!
Register to win:
• Quilt Rack
• Mantel Clock
• $15 Dutch Essenhaus Gift 0
Certificate
Doc-

:es 'or.,eg se' assas Si' eve"

ALL FURNITURE
ON SALE DURING
THIS EVENT!!

'
44,0
ett•-•
,

•

ORDER NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!!
=OD 753-5981

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday.
Sept. 19, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs Mitzi McNichols and baby boy
P 0 BOX 1396 Cadiz Mrs Jacqueline
S Pope and baby girl, 117 Bucy
Circle Parts. Tenn .
Mrs Alison Lee Eldridge and baby
girl. 504 South Eighth St, Murray,
John A Whelan, 902 Poplar St.
Murray.
Mrs Lorene Myrtle Geurin Rt 6.
Box 333, Murray. Charles I Boggess.
At 5, Box 128, Benton,
George Milton Parris RI 4, Box
796, Murray. Cecil S Henson At 8.
Benton Mrs Dortha Lillian Eaker 400
North Fifth St Murray
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Sept. 20. base been released as
follows:
Newborn. admission
Johnson baby boy, parents Kimberly and Kevin At 3. Box 2160,
Mayfield

Dismissals
fiks Margaret McCallon and baby
girl Rt 1 Box 165 Kirksey, Mrs Joy
Stations and baby boy. P 0 Box 1264
Cadiz,
PASS Samantha Kent and baby boy.
At 4 Box 567A Benton Miss Michelle Lambert and baby giri. P 0 Box 58
Dexter,
Miss Roxanne Thorn and baby boy
Rt 1, Box 174CC, Gilbertsville, Miss
Lori Darnell and baby boy. Rt 3, Box
1010, Murray,
Mrs Stephanie Culp and baby girl.
At 6, Box 527-3, Benton, Mrs Lorretta
Ann Evans. Rt 1, Box 256 Cottage
Grove, Tenn ,
Thomas Henry Acree, 414 South
10th St , Murray. Allen Bernard Worstar, At 3, Box 13K Murray. Joe M
Brandon, Box 47 Almo.
Ms Jennie Mae Wilson, 602 La Follette Murray. Ms Lucille Frances G.
ham Rt 1 Box 130, Almo Ms 1/1111a
G Clayton, Rt 2. Hazel,
Ms Melva P Hamilton, Rt 10. Box
775, Benton, Rex W Jackson At 1,
Hardin, Mrs Betty Lou Palmer. Rt 1,
Box 207, Alm°,
Mrs Erma Callahan, 1310 Wilford,
Mayfield. Ms Daisy Brook Ferguson.
Rt 1, Box 256. Puryear. Tenn ,
Mrs Marelle Edith Orr, Box 95,
Hazel. Johnny Yuen At 2. Box 28,
Buchanan, Tenn , Ms Grace E
Covey. 2513 Coldwater Rd , Murray,
Ms Susan Carol Balke, Rt 5, Paris,
Tenn Mrs Melissa K Buficin Rt 2,
Box 181. Hazel

Westerman-Young wedding
vows to be said here Friday

414 South 12th St.

AT OUR NEW LOCATION
2 mi. West of Murray on Hwy. 121

Joe B. Sias. Rt. I. Box 70. Hardin
Carl Berry, Rt 1, Box 130A. Hazel
Mts. Alice Mary Miller, RI 2. Box 80,
Hazel;
Ms Carol Suzanne Bogard 523
Whitnell. Murray, Elbert Franklin Hili.
Rt 3. Box 188, Murray.
Mrs. Diane IA Carter. Rt 3 Box
2958. Paris, Tenn. Mrs Lillian Eileen
Gerhart. 1305 Poplar St. Murray.
Ctraune Patric* Rice, #5 Adventure
Rd., Louisville, Coy Ando 1.4athis, Ri
1, Sedalia, H L. Ford, Rt 7, Box 328.
Murray,
Ben H. Trevathan. Rt 4. Box 250
Murray; Mrs Edna Marie Walker, Rt
3, Box 2253, Mayfield, Mrs Clara
Thorn, Rt 1, Box 82, Almo.
Mrs Wilma Al Houston, 733 Nash
Dr , Murray, Lloyd Manier, Rt 1, Box
539, Springville, Tenn, Murrel Stephens, Box 63, Water Valley,
James Edward Cantrell, Rt 5. Box
57, Murray. Mrs Kimberly C Henson
and baby girl. Ftt 4, Box 553 Benton,
Mrs Pamela J Jones and baby girl
At 6, Box 116. Mayfield
Miss Cindy J Lamb, Rt 1, Box 96
Murray.

Stadium View Dr. Murray,
Logan Tyler Dowdy. RI 8. Box 107
Benton, Dennis C lAcGinnes, Rt 4,
Box 228A Murray. Mrs Carolyn Harper. P0 Box 1391, Cadiz
• • • •

Mr. and Mrs. John Reed are
the parents of a daughter, Hope
Danielle Reed, horn on Sunday.
Sept. 5, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

pounds four ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Vickie Gipson.
Grandparents are Alvin and
Dean Gipson of Benton and Martin and Yasuko Reed of Murray.

Kentucky Paralegal Association
will meet Saturday at Village-Inn
The Kentucky Paralegal Association (KPA) will hold its 1993
District One meeting on Saturday, Sept. 25, at Village Inn,
Kentucky Dam State Park.
The guest speakers will be Len
Ogden Jr., Esq.; Honorable Bill
Cunningham; and Beth Henry,
KPA president.

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
•second leading cause of cancer death in men.
A symptoms are usually present in early stages.
•can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early
This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
No insurance will be filed.
CALL NOW TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT FOR SEPTEMBER 30.

A H S Jackson, M D
•Dianon Laboratories

Robinson. Flower girl will be
Alicia Hughes, cousin of the
bride-elect.
Jay Young, brother of the
groom-elect, will be best man.
Groomsmen will be Layton Hudson and Steve Robinson. Ushers
will be Karl Flood, Justin Hughes
and Ashley Poyner.
A reception will follow at the
church.
Only out-of-town invitations
have been sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

CALL TOLL FREE FOR

APPOINTMENT
Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky:
1400-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

300 South 8th Street. Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
Call Monday - Fnday, 9 a m -4 p m

Registration will begin at 9
a.m. The meeting will conclude
around noon at which time lunch
will be served. The cost of the
meeting is S10 per person (lunch
included).
Checks made payable to Kentucky Paralegal Association
should be mailed to Allison Gregory, District One Representative, Rt. 6, Box 217, Benton, Ky.
42025. For information call Gregoryal 1-527-2220.

Hogs Jaw School
reunion will be
by Buffalo Range
All former residents of the
Model, Tenn., area are encouraged to attend the Hogs Jaw
School Reunion on Sunday. Sept.
26.
The event will be at the picnic
area across from the Buffalo
Range in TVA's Land Between
the Lakes.
Everyone is encouraged to
bring lounge chairs, old photos,
and a basket lunch to be served at
1 p.m.
For more information, contact
James Boren at 1-615-232-6820
or Charles Compton,
1-615-232-5619.

This
Newspaper
Contains
Recycled Newsprint
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Jones honors adult day care centers
September 19-25 has been oificially declared by Governor
Brereton Jones as Adult Day Care
and Alzheimer's Respite Center
Week in Kentucky. There are
over 75 adult day centers in
Kentucky providing a safe and
positive environment to individuals in need of daytime assistance
and supervision.
In Murray. area residents can
avail themselves of the services
provided by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Shared Care
Adult Day Care Center in the
Wealcs Community Center at 607
Poplar Street. Shared Care provides opportunities for social interaction to otherwise isolated
individuals and assist them in
attaining and maintaining a maximum level of independence.
The coordinator of Shared
Care, Susan Plunkett, LPN, provides medically licensed supervision and personal care for the
program participants. She supervises a staff of volunteers and
aides. Shared Care recently expanded its hours to 7:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. every weekday. While
Shared Care participants are limited in their ability to- function
independently in the community,
they do not require 24-hour institutional care and are able to care
for their own basic hygiene
needs.
Shared Care not only provides
needed socialization and stimulation, but also serves to give
caregivers a break -- allowing
time for rest, shopping or other
errands.
In a group setting, Shared Care
staff supervise activities which
are therapeutic and enjoyable to
participants. Field trips of interest take the Shared Care group on
visits to local museums, the library or Kenlake State Park.
Occasionally, guest speakers will
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- State
Rep. Rex Smith has donated
$3,300 in his campaign treasury
to the Paducah Community College scholarship fund.
Smith isn't seeking re-election
next year to the 4th District
House seat he has held since
1986. He said he is getting out of
politics so he can spend more
time with his family.
By law, leftover campaign
funds must be returned to donors,
given to a state political party or
donated to charity.
"I feel very committed to the
community college system
because it allows ... people to
take classes and continue to
work," Smith said. "Donating
funds to Paducah Community
College's scholarship fund is as
worthy a cause as anything I
could think of."
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cause Sh.L .1 Care uses a sliding
Ice scale.
This scale is based on income
and family size of the participant
and his or her spouse. If the older
adult lives with someone other
than a spouse. that family's income does not affect the income
evaluation.
Persons at least 60 years old
who meet state guidelines lot
income and social-need can qualify for state reimbursement.
Shared Care is funded in part
under a contract with the Purch-

For

ase Area Development District
and the Kentucky Cabinet for
Human Resources with funds
from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.
Those under 60 years old can
also qualify for state reimbursement if a physician has diagnosed
the person with Alzheimer's Disease or a related dementia and all
other guidelines are met.
If you have any questions
regarding Shared Care, contact
Susan Plunkett at (502) 7530576.
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present brief programs to participants. In addition to light
exercise, there is also ume for
them to choose from board
games. puzzles, bingo, ring toss,
reading and television as part of
their daily program.
Meals which meet the guidelines of the Kentucky Department
of Aging Services arc available at
breakfast, lunch and two snack
times. The maximum cost for the
total care provided at Shared Care
is S20 per day. However, most do
not pay the maximum cost be-
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BENTON, Ky. (AP)- Leaders of the Pioneer Fire Protection
Association must raise $7,500
immediately to ensure continued
service from the Benton Volunteer Fire Department.
The association contracts with
the city for fire protection, but it
has not yet met its yearly $15,000
contract obligation.
Homeowners in Pioneer's jurisdiction - within five miles of
the city - are assessed $50 a
year membership dues to pay the
contract fee. Many homeowners
in the area, however, have not
paid.
"We're on a massive campaign to get people to pay their
dues," said Pioneer President
Glynn Howard. "We have had
quite a bit of response but I don't
know if it is enough."
Benton Mayor Coy Creason
said the city will go to court next
week to discontinue service if the
money has not been raised.

25% OFF ALL DRESSES $50 AND UP FOR
MISSES', JUNIORS', PETITES' & WOMEN'S SIZES

Sale 94.99 Reg. 12U Stafford

Sale 50.99 Reg. $69. Worthington shawl-collar dress-in misses' sizes.

I

igie breasted bid,:

25% OFF

25%-35% OFF

25% OFF

25%-35% OFF

SAVE ON

SHEER CARESS, CONTROL
TOP AND TOTAL SUPPORT
PANTIHOSE
Sale 2.59 Reg. 3.50. Sheer

ALL LEATHER
HANDBAGS $20 & UP
Sale 20.99 Reg. $29. Gold

ALL JUNIOR CAREER
APPAREL
Sale 15.99 Reg $72

BLOUSES FOR MISSES'.
PETITES' & WOMEN'S SIZES

ALL WOMEN'S
DRESS SHOES
Sale 35.99 Reg $44

Sale 19.99 Reg 529 Christie & JAI
pleat-front blouse with detachable pearls
Sale 23.99 Pe.q 532 Notations poi-t
earrings
caaf15.0se

stud camera bag.
Sale 40.99 Reg. $55
Jacqueline Ferrer' square suit
bag.

Long sleeve lace shell.
Sale 28.99 Reg $39. Shaped
jacket.
Sale 17.99 Reg $24. 19" skirt.

25% OFF

25%-35% OFF

50% OFF

20%-50% OFF

25% OFF

CAREER SWEATERS
IN MISSES', PETITES' &
WOMEN'S SIZES

• .
WORTHINGTON" CAREER
SEPARATES IN MISSES',
PETITES' & WOMEN'S SIZES
Sale 24.99 Reg. $36.

• 14K GOLD CHAINS
• 14K GOLD BRACELETS

• 30% OFF PEARL JEWELRY
• 30% OFF GEMSTONES
•25% OFF SELECTED
WATCHES

ALL SMALL LEATHER
GOODS FOR WOMEN
Sale 15.99 Reg $20.

Caress' Pantihose.
Sale 5.39 Reg. 7.25. Total
Support pantihose.

925' mid heel pump

oorludtts Smort Volum

Sate pm,* eftm-tree through Sept 25th

Sale 19.99 Reg. 29.99.
V-neck birdseye tunic.
Sale 19.99 Reg. 29.99. Rack
stitch cardigan

Worthington" rollover clutch
Percentage oft represents sMings
Prices

register

Sweater Jacket.
Sale 19.99 Reg. $32. Side
entry stirrup pants.

30% OFF 14K GOLD RINGS

25% OFF

2 FOR $20

25% OFF

25% OFF

SAVE ON ALL

ALL CAREER & METAL
BELTS REG. $12 & UP
Sale 11.99-12.99 Reg $16-518

OBLONG SCARVES

WARNER'S' BRAS

VANITY FAIR
LINGERIE
Sale 9.75 Reg. $13.

MEN'S DRESS SHOES
Sale 74.99 Reg $95

Vanity Fair Camisole.
Sale 7.87 Reg. 10.50
Vanity Fair' 24 half slip.

Stafford' wingtips

NOW 149.99

SAVE ON

Leather and chain belts in
assorted styles

Counties qualify
for flood relief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) McCracken. Livingston and Marshall counties have qualified for
federal agricultural loan assistance due to the June and July
flooding in western Kentucky, it
was announced Tuesday.
Family farmers may apply for
Farmers Home Administration
emergency loans due to crop
damages or losses from flooding
that took place from June 20 on,
according to a news release from
Gov. Brereton Jones' office.
The USDA earlier approved
similar federal loan assistance for
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton and Graves counties

SAVE ON MEN'S
STAFFORD® CLOTHING

If purchased

Sale 14.25 Reg $19.
Bright stripes underwire bra.

separately, $14 ea
25% OFF ALL OTHER

P5

as

rep7ellen111 *image On regular phOell

SCARVES

SALE 179.99

SAVE ON

MEN'S STAFFORD" &
STAFFORD EXECUTIVE"
DRESS SHIRTS

,
MEN'S STAFFORD'
CUSTOM-FIT SUIT
Reg $225

HAGGAR1, DRESS
SLACKS FOR MEN

Sale 24.99 Reg. 29.50.
Stafford Executives pinpoint
oxford shirt.

Sale $136 Reg. $170.
Stafford' single-breasted coat.
Sale 43.99 Reg $55
Stafford' plain trouser.

Now 29.99 Nagger Dacron
polyester/wool plain front
slacks with comfortable
"Magic Stretch" waistband.
Now 28.99'gagger!
Expand-o-matic* dress slacks
-Nom' prime represent emertin ea repair pftom

HAGGAR" CUSTOM FIT SUIT
Now 102.99.Haggar" gentleman fit
coat
Now $47 Haggar' gentleman fit
plain trouser
Now 99.99. Haggar' Imperial
sportcoat
Now 38.99. Haggar" Impenal
pleated trouser

HAGGAR ' SPORTCOATS
& TROUSERS
Now 99.99 Haggai'', Imperial
sportcoat.
Now 36.99 Haggarl
Imperial pleated trousers.
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Pneumatic robot helps teach students about robotic system
A pneumatic robot? It's true.
Murray State University has one.
And even though it sounds asthmatic. it is not covered under the
university's health insurance plan.
The robot makes its home in a lab
in the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology with the department of industrial and engineering
technology serving as its landlord.
Being pneumatic doesn't mean the
robot is ailing, puny or in deadly
peril. It means, quite simply,that it
is air controlled.
Giists- Of air blowing through its
connector tutts arc what make the
robot work, according to William
Palmer, assistant professor in the
department— air and a Few appropriate keystrokes on its accompanying computer.
Palmer is enthusiastic about the
robot and its applications— not
what it can do, hut rather what it can
teaeh-.-21Throtig4i'tinte-spent-with-titis
robot, our students are learning to
use the various components in controlling robotic system," Palmer
explains. "An inexpensive singleboard computer is used to process
the analog and digital signals which
control the automated equipment."
Are we talking space age? Not
really, Palmer. says. He notes that
there arc very real applications for
robotics in manufacturing right
now. He explains the advantage of
robots, automated equiment and
Computers all working together in a
netv.ork. "When you integrate robots with CNC. CAD and CAM
(automated)equipment in a computer network, tasks in manufacturing

•".

SAM 2100 Trimmer/Cutter
•21.2 cc two cycle engine
-Weighs lust 12 lbs.
-Brush blade capable

ON SALE

21

networks and establishing security."
This opportunity is available in
part due to a grant from the Manufacturing Engineering Education
s:ar
i
aof the Society of ManFoundat
ufactur .›,
E,ngineers. Palmer and a
de
1 colleague,James Benson, applied for a curriculum development grant from the agency. The
grant was funded for $4,547 and

faculty release time was obtained
for Palmer to develop learning modules for students in the lab. "This
was a situation where we had the
equipment, but not the lab exercises.
This grant has enabled our department to update these lab sessions,"
Palmer states.
"We want area industries to know
that we are exposing our students to

the kinds of processes which will
make them valuable employees
when they enter the work force," he
asserts. "Our students are learning
things that are so much a part of
tod;o's manufacturing techniques.
Murray State is able to provide them
with valuable hands-on experience
to meet the challenges they will face
after graduation."

Communications Day
Visitors invited to come to MSU for special event
ROBOT MANEUVERINGS—William Palmer (standing), assistant professor in
Industrial and engineering technology, watches as senior Mike Davis(center)
from Paris, Tenn., experiments with the manipulation of a pneumatic robot.
Senior John Oliver (left) from Paducah, Ky., observes Davis' progress. The
robot, shown In the left foreground of the photo, is controlled by numerous
board that is hooked to a computer
air hoses which run from a control_
terminal.
situations can be greatly simplified."
Palmer, who came to Murray
State from McDonnell-Douglas in
St.Louis where he was an engineer,
explains how the network can boost
production."A manufacturing plant
may have one or more workers
pushing a computer cart around
from one piece of automated ma-chincry to another. At each piece of
equipment the operator hooks up
the computer and sends the commands to the machinery. The operator then unhooks it and moveson to
the next station." This,Palmer says.
can be very time consuming. With a

network, the commands are sent
from the file server. The operator is
now able to communicate with any
machine on the network from one
central point in the plant.
Murray State's involvement in
this is important. Palmer notes.
"Students here are learning how to
program robots to work with general automation equipment. The
students in this class_ Production
Systems and Computer-Integrated
Manufacturing, are seniors and graduate level. They arc, given an
opportunity to work on feasibility
studies for networking, utilizing

SAVE
$30

GT1100A Grass Trimmer
.21.2 cc two cycle engine
-Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
'Tap to advance cutting head

SAVE
$20

CI99
IhmatI reg 1139 99
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Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571

manager of .publications. Atlanta
Communications Day, hosted by "Hospital Public Relations," "What
Braves; Jannet Blythe, reporter. PaEditors/Publishers
Murray State University's depart— -Newspaper
ducah Sun; Amy Bryan Watson,
Look For When Hiring" and "Telement ofjournalism and radio-televiphone's Role in the Media World." reporter/anchor. WPSD-TV;
sion, along with the department's
Tom Clinton, editor, MadisonPanels concerning :Media in the
four student professional organizaville
Messenger:,/8°h Valentine,
21st
"Advertising
Sales"
on
MonCentury,"
debut
tions. will make its
president of Medical Claims Serand "Internships," will be presented
day, Oct. 11.
vices of America and of Theatre__
during the final session from 2:30 to
Classes for all-Murray State jourArts Enterprises; Tab Brockman.
nalism, radio and television stu- 3:20 p.m. Said McGaughey.
assistant general manager,. Louis"Therefore, it made sense to tie the
dents will be cancelled that day in an
ville Redbirds: Karl Harrison, exeffort to encourage the participation two events together on the same
ecutive editor, Paducah Sun; Mike
of students, faculty and staff in the day."
Herndon, editor, Kentucky' Nev.'
Tentatively scheduled to particidepartment. The sessions will also
Era;
be open to all Murray State students, pate in the Communications Day are
Cindy Butterbaugh, acount exfaculty and staff.
Walter Apperson, publisher, MurThe journalism department and ray Ledger & Times; Don Brown, ecutive, WPSD-TV; Steve Austin,
publisher. Henderson Gleaner; Tom
the Murray State School Relations news director, WSIL-TV, Kelli
Butterbaugh, community resource
have invited mass communications
WPSD-TV;
Burkeen, reporter,
faculty and selected students from
Maronda Dockery.. account coordi- consultant, Charter Hospital: Jackie
the __regional junior _colleges. ...as. - notes,Sheehy and Associates Ad- Witham, assistant staff manager,
guests for the day, providing them
vertising Agency; Steve • Engles, South Central Bell: Mery Aubespin,
editor/development.
with an opportunity to see what
president and general manager, associate
Murray has to offer.
KBSI-TV; Mike Fraser. marketing Louis% ille Courier-Journal: Bill
Shelton,copy writer, Ross Ads ernsScheduled to be on the 12 panels
manager, Safety Kleen Corp.;
ing;
throughout the day are more than 45
supervisor,
media
Sexton,
Greg
professionals representing advertisLouisville Fire Academy; Benita
Tressa Ross. program/marketing
ing, print and electronic journalism,
Fritz, director of public affairs and director. Murray/Mayfield Cableviradio, television,..vtelephone and
development, Lourdes Hospital; sion; Pat Slattery, special projects
public _relations, according to Dr.
Leo Green, account executive, photojournalist, WSfs1V-TV; Jan
Bob McGaughey,event coordinator
WPSD-TV: Max Heath, vice pres- Washer, video coordinator in media
and chairman of the Murray State
Community relations, Memphis State Univerident, Landmark
journalism- department.
Newspapers; Kathy Hodge,director sity; Bill Williams, publisher. Paris
The first session which takes
of public relations, Murray -Callo- Post-Intelligencer; David W[ham.
.
_
_ _
place frontA0-38.to-11:20-a.m. will-- -way teruitry-Hospital;
creaus e director, Robert Fanner
have panes concerning the topics of
Sandra Jones, public relations Communications: ..
"Reporter/editors," "Electronic Promanager, Westvaco Corp.; Tonnya
duction" and "The Advertising
Elaine Spalding, vice presiden
Kennedy, assistant business manAgency." ager, Nashville Banner; Henry for-marketing and communications,
The second session, beginning at
Lackey, owner and manager, Louisville area Chamber of Com11:30 a.m., will be composed of
Vs'SON-AM; Deborah Lee, market- merce; Debbie Wainer, public afpanels dealing with the issues of
ing services manager, Humana fairs manager, Martin Marietta
"Business and Non-Profit Public
Corp.; Kate Lochte, station man- Energy Systems, Inc.; Bonnie
Workman Schrock, public rela"Minorities in the
Relations,"
ager, Vs'K
Newsroom" and "Sports Writing,/
Jerry Lyles, publisher, Benton tions, Western Baptist Hospital;
Promotion."
Tribune-Courier; Kevin Patton, Gary Morse, general manager,
After lunch at the Curris Center,
sports editor, Mayfield Messenger: WKYQ/WKY X; and Ed Staats,
the third session will be from 1:30 to
Steve Rich, assistant athletic direc- chief of Kentucky Bureau of the
2:20 p.m., presenting programs on
tor, Murray State; Mike Ringering, Associated Press.
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Students are getting squeezed by rising cost of college

DEATHS
Mrs. Maudie McDaniel
Mrs. Maudie McDaniel, 82. of Paducah. formerly of Murray,
died Tuesdzi evening at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Virgil McDaniel, died in 1979. She was a
member of the Church of Chnst.
Survivors include one daughter, Sue McDaniel, and one son.
Mike McDaniel, Paducah: one sister, Mrs. Shirley Procknaw,
Bardwell; three grandchildren, Judy Irvin. Ronnie Baucum and
John McDaniel Jr.: five great-grandchildren. Janice McDaniel,
Jessica McDaniel, Michelle McDaniel, Crystal Holland and Jason
Holland.
Graveside services will be Thursday at I p.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Henry Hargis will officiate.
Friends may call after 11 a.m. Thursday at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Murray.

Franklin J. Harper

4-,

Franklin J. Harper, 67, Utica. Mich., formerly of Murray.
died Monday at his home.
Born Feb. 25, 1926, at Paducah, he was the son of the late
Dennis Harper and Margante Leeder Harper.
A Marine Corps veteran of World War II. he was retired
frON.1.. & 'L.- Steer-Company.
Survivors, all dr Michigan, include his wife, Mrs. Sadie
Crutcher Harper, one stepson, John Gulledge; one sister. Dorothy Harper; two brothers. Marvin Harper and Bill Harper. five
grandchildren: eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at a time to be announced in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)The cost of a college education is
putting a heavier burden on more
and more families, outstripping
inflation, income and financial
the College Board reported
today.
'And with many schools cutting
courses and other services, a college education seems like even
less of a bargain.
"People ire dropping out,"
said Tchiyuka Cornelius, a student at the City University of
New York and president of the
U.S. Student Association. "There
are people who want to go to college but lust can't afford to."
While inflation was 2.8 percent
from last fall to this, average tuition, room and board climbed 6
percent to S6,207 at four-year
public universities and rose 5
percent to S15,818 at four-year
private colleges, the College
Board said.
The tfTCreaSeS- were about the
same, or slightly less, than last
year's. They come amid sharp
competition for the dwindling
number of potential students now
that the baby boomers arc out of
school.
. 'Colteges have simply come_
to !Value that the very markets
they wish to serve could not

Defense disputes Kevorkian role in suicide

1

REDFORD TOWNSHIP,
Mich. (AP) - Dr. Jack Kevorkian left his calling card at the
deathbed of Donald O'Keefe,
supplying the same equipment he
used to help another man commit
suicide, a prosecutor argued in
court Tuesday.
But Kevorkian's lawyer. Geoffrey Fieger, said the prosecutor
"doesn't have an iota, scintilla,
a speck of evidence" that Kevorkian actually helped O'Keefe die
Sept. 9- no matter what role he
played in other suicides.
O'Keefe and Thomas Hyde,
whom Kevorkian has acknowledged helping commit suicide on
Aug. 4, both had a string tied
with a slip knot around their
index fingers to help release a
flow of deadly carbon monoxide
from a canister. Both canisters
were painted a flat black and the
serial numbers and labels were
sanded off.
'This was signature-type evi-

HOG MARKET
Almr

Foleral•Stake Market Seers Serske Sept. 22, 1003
Kentucky Purchase Area Mug Market Report lacludes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 317. Eel 225 Barrows II
Gilts .21.50 lower Wow week W 2.00 lower
545.511-44.01
LS 1.2 230.230 lbs...
-142-51145.011
LS 1.2 210430 lbs.14514-45311
lbs.2311210
LS 2-3
144.00-45.10
US 14 211270 lbs.Sows
LS 1.2 270350 lbs.
US 1•3 300.400 lba
US 13 400.525 lbs.LS 1-3 525 and op
CS 13 310.5110 lbs.Boars 120.01.27.00

dence." Wayne County Assistant of Kevorkian on the audio tape
made of the 911 call from
Prosecutor Tim Kenny said durO'Keefe's house.
ing Kevorkian•s preliminary
The courtroom was packed
hearing on a charge that he broke
with more than 50 spectators.
Michigan's law banning assisted
suicide. The hearing was scheincluding O'Keefe's widow,
duled to continue Sept. 30.
Eunice, and son and other relaKevorkian is accused of assisttives, as well as Kevorkian supporters and opponents. Before the
ing in the death of O'Keefe, a
hearing began, Kevorkian whisretired auto worker suffering
pered to Mrs. O'Kecfc.and held
from bone cancer.
her hand.
The suicide occurred the same
day Kevorkian was ordered by
another judge to stind trial for
the Aug. 4 assisted- suicide of
Hyde, 30, who suffered from Lou
. COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) The Sixth Circuit Court of AppeGehrig's disease.
Although Kevorkian had
als reinstated a lawsuit filed
detailed his role in Hyde's death
against three Covington police
during a televised news conferofficers by an Illinois businessence last month, he has remained
men who alleged thai they beat.
silent about what, if any, role he
him.
had in O'Keefe's death.
The court ruled that a signed
During Tuesday's hearing, two
release pledging not to-sue pohce
Redford Township police officers officers for brutality is not.nCa4testified that Kevorkian was at sarily a bar to a lawsuit.
U.S. District Judge William 0.
O'Keefe's house when they
answered an emergency call Bertelsman threw out the lawsuit
reporting a suicide. O'Keefe was last year, saying Gardner Coughdead in his bedroom, still wear- len had agreed not to sue in
exchange for police dropping
ing the surgical mask through
several charges against him.
which he breathed carbon
But a three-judge appellate
monoxide.
panel said Bertelsman must look
Detroit Sgt. Kenneth Day testimore closely at the agreement to
fied tharhe recognized the voice
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Jason Robbins is
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junior colleges jumped 10 percent
afford them at the rate of increase • kmer-income classmates.
"There has for the longest For the third straight year, to
they were following." said David
time been what's referred to as S1,229.
L. Warren,' president of the
Tuition ranged from SI20 a
the Robin Hood Effect." Warren
National Association of Indepenat Antelope Valley College
year
developsaid. "It's not a new
dent Colleges and Universities.
in Lancaster, Calif_ to 527,600 at
Among public universities, 38
ment, but it nray be getting
Landmark College in Putney, Vt.,
accentuated today, precisely
percent have put off making
a
two-year school for learningmiddlefewer
have
you
to
repairs
because
buildings, 30 percent
disabled and dyslexic students.
have put a limit on enrollment, class students graduating from
Among. the other high-price
high school and going on to
31 percent have cut the number
colleges: Barnard, where tuition,
college."
of courses and 45 percent have
room and board costs S25,492:
Including books, supplies and
left full-time faculty positions
Brandeis, 525,415; Bard,
transportation, the average stuunfilled, said the Amencan AssoS25.194: and Yale, 525.1 10.
ciation of State Colleges and
dent who lives in a dormitory and
Universities.
attends a four-year private university or college will pa)
"What you see is institutions
just cutting and slashing, and
S17,846 this year. the College
you're getting to the point where
Board estimated.
they don't have any more to
The average cost of 'two-year
cut," said Donald Stewart, presiprivate junior colleges went up 7
- .•
dent--of the College Board.
percent, to S6,175. The average
The nonprofit organization
American Heart Association
cost of community and public
based in Princeton. N.J., administers the Scholastic Aptitude Tesf
and other exams.
•15% Cash Discount
Financial aid has also failed to
On All Prescriptions
keep -pace, according to the -ColAo us,
lege Board and independent col•Computerized Records
Abou",
patiention
lege association. Between 1980
'Cards & Gift Items
and 1990, federal financial aid
r n'at
•PCS •Medimet
rose 47 percent and individual
'BC BS -Paid State Aid
disposable income 63 Percent,
-Health & Beauty Items
while the cost of higher education
went up 126_ percent.. Students
have increasingly relied on loans,
borrowing more than S16 billion
753-1462
109 S 4th St.
Bob Dunn, R Ph
last year.
"Income increased at a rate
much slower than both student
aid and college costs, which I
would assume means families are
having a relatively more difficult
time paying for this," said Kathleen Brouder, spokeswoman for
the College Scholarship Service,
the College Board's financial aid
arm.
.tolleges have increased the
1)11, MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTORamount they-allocate for scholarships themselves, in essence taking tuition from those students
knows what is happening at eveir-,
like a
••••le
,
4.
The ne null
who can afford to pay it and
nnecting the cells of level and provides everything that
co
switchboard
redistributing the money to their
needed .to itiak-e it happen.
the brain to those of your tissIll'.4 and
Although your chiropractor is not
organs. If a controlling nerve center
in the brain IS damaged,the ono ns or involved with brainsell damage,he,.
concerned with interference with
tissues served by thtut. nerve cannot
nerve fibers enroute from brain cell to
properly
Function
ensure that it was not coerced.
is, it bundle of many tissue cell to help you function nor.
nerVe
Each
Coughlerpfiled the lawsuit in
hundreds of nerve cells which trans- molly again
1991 against Officers Jim Coots,
mit elect r14che in it-al impulses along
Mark Jump and Daniel Farrell.
*0000
their fibers The motor nerves are
channeled into the spinal column,
He said the trio beat him when he
Broeringmeyer
Mary
Dr.
then spread Out 0net. more thnnigh
was arrested Jan. 15, 1991, out-Chiropractorbetween the vertebrae to
openings
side a Covington hotel.
control every part of the Itiody.
4 miles East on Hwy. 94
The officers denied using
The brain is in control of the body
753-2962
excessive force.
through this vast network offibers It

Court reinstates lawsuit
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HOROSCOPES

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

4

(For your personalized daily
leanc Dixon horoscope, based on
your own date of birth, call
1-900-988-7788. Your phone
will bill you 95 cents a
company
m
THURSI)AY.SEPTE11BER 23
HAPP1 BIRTHDAY! I'S TIM
‘1.:XT YEAR OF 1.01 R LIFE:
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Sept. 28
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Andrews and WOW )
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Doris Clark named to
leadership program
Dons Clark. Murray State Univcrsity's coordinator of AfricanAmerican Student Recruiuncnt and
Retention, was recently named to
the Minority Leadership Focus
2000, a leadership development
program sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Economic Development
Corporation and Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Selection committee members
looked for a diverse group of African-American participants. established and emerging men and women leaders representing different
age groups, professions and wow
levels from different areas of the
region.
The goal of Focus 2000 is to
enhance the skills of future community leaders in order that they
might better serve their respectise
We
communities and region.
sought applicants who have commitment to their communities _and
Nho have the-potential to grow as
leaders," according to Kenneth
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The leadership development
program seeks to bring together 40
energetic individuals from Ballard.
Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton. Graves.
Hickman and McCracken counties
in a nine-month leadership program.
Clark and other members will
attend nine monthly workshops and
work on a nine-month community
development project as part of their
membership to Focus 2000. Participants will also attend a two-day
kickoff retreat, Sept. 24-25 at-Ken - lake State Park.
Murray State University Board of
tinpk'Regent. Artivia
insville will speak at 7 p.m.,Sept. 24
at the Focus 2000 dinner at Kenlake.
Gamble, a 1973 graduate of Kentucky State University, received the
Focus 2000 Annual Leadership
Award in 1992. Gamble received
her masters degree at Austin Peay
State University in 1979.
She is also a member of TV As
Minority Economic Development
Advisory Council and the West
Kentucky Minority Economic Development Council.
Gamble is a State Farm Insurance
Agent in Hopkinsville.

Sunflower

Flour or
Meal
5 lb

Bag
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Frozen

Orange Juice
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1 lb.
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Program to discuss
religion, medicine
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and Lam buth University
of Jackson, TN, are presenting a
special educational offering for
healthcare and religious professionals. The program, entitled
"Your Faith Has Made You
Whole", will explore the relationship between religion and medicine. In particular, the program
will address the role of faith in the
healing process..
The program will be held
Thursday, Sept. 30 from 6:00
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the auditorim
of Murray State University's Mason Hall. A complimentary
spaghetti dinner will be served
from 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in the
United Mchtodist campusfellowship building adjacent to Mason
Hall.
Guest speaker for the event
will be Dr. Reginald Mallett, a
Fellow of the Faculty of Community Medicine of the Royal
College of Physicians of the
United Kingdom. Dr. Mallen holds a theology degree from the
University of London, England
and a medical degree from the
Unvicrsity of Birmingham, England. He is a physician and is a
Methodist minister of the British
Conference.
The program is approved by
the Kentucky Board of Nursing
for two contact hours of continuing education credit for healthcare professionals. Registration
cost for those needed C.E. credit
is 56. The program is free to all
clergy, MCCH staff, MCCH
physicians and their staff members.
Space is limited, so please
preregister by noon on Monday,
Sept. /7 by contacting MCCH
Chaplain Rebecca Church at
(502)762-1274. Healthcare professionals should sign up w ith
C.E. coordinator Carol Pcrlow at
(502) 762-1248

SUBSCRIBE

98c

Pork Roast

Lb.

si 28

Field Classic or Lite Jumbo Franks

Wieners

Lb. Pk g.

$189

Frozen 100%

Beef Patties

Lb

$289

Taste of the Sea

Fish Sticks

22 oz. Pkg.

SI 99

Boneless

Round Steaks

Lb.

$1 79

Boneless

Stew Meat

Valu-Pack

Minute Steaks
Valu-Pack

Pork Cutlets

Jumbo
Head
24 Cl.

2
$"
39'

Lb

Valu-Pack

Leg Quarters

Lb

Valu-Pack Mixed

Pork Chops

Lb.

"Hot

$199
SI 99

lndiv. Wrapped- Microwave ready!

Ball Park

Lettuce

Lb.

dog on a Bun" ... 6 ct. box ...Ea.

Yellow Ripe

Yellow

US #1
Red

Bananas

Onions

Potatoes

$1
,
4
4
Lb or
Lb. for

$197
10 lb
bag
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Foiled Again

Chinese track
methods raise
many eyebrows

Lakers waste chances
in 2-0 defeat at Murray

If you cut up recent newspaper headlines about China's
female distance runners, then
pasted them back together in a
different order, you could
come up with this tabloid gem
on your own:
"Fueled by Suspicious
Potions, Employing Bizarre
Training Methods, Mysterious
Femmes From Middle Kingdom Run Away from Rest of
World"

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

exit of junior forward Roman
Shapla early in the second half
The looks on their faces
and Murray had their backs to the
couldn't mask what the Calloway
wall.
County soccer team was thinking
"I don't think our kids were
after Tuesday night's Second
down about it (Gressler missing),
District game against rival Murbut they realized they had to pull
ray High.
. together_," 'Murray head 'coach
In fact, Jesse Arant came out
James Weatherly said. "We
and said it: "I'm tired of hearing
haven't played without David out
how we played good, but lost." there so it was a new experience
Calloway. falling for the fourth
for our kids."
time in a row, failed to take
Murray took a 1-0 lead into
advantage of several golden
halftime when Matt Weatherly
opportunities and fell to the
knocked in a penalty kick after
Tigers 2-0 at Ty Holland
Shapla was tripped in the box.
Stadium.
Calloway was forcing the action"We're just having trouble putin the first half, but couldn't beat
ting the ball in the net," Laker
Tiger goalkeeper Damon Cohoon.
head coach Bill Miller said. "It's
"We played 40 good minutes
commonly called finishing.
in the first half," Miller said.
"It seems like we bog down at "You just have to put the PK
the point where you either make
behind you and hope the momena pass or dribble through the
tum turns your way in the second
defense and put the shot away."
half."
To make matters worse, CalloShapla was sent to the sideway (4-6) had to walk off the
lines by the official 10 minutes
field knowing they lost to a team
into the game and Calloway had
with its senior leader on the sidethe momentum it so desperately
lines in street clothes.
needed. Only a stingy Tiger
David Gressler, the region's —defense bottled up the Laker
most valuable player a year ago, offense 18 yards away from the
missed Tuesday night's game
goal.
because of an ejection Saturday
•
----nig.ht---Compound that with- the a See lag..38

JIM
LITKE

STEVE PARKER.1.edge S Tmes photo

Calloway County's Beau Jones (7) tries to turn the ball back towards the Murray High goal before Tiger
defender Shane Schroeder can apply the pressure.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

STEVE PARKER/edger II Times photo

Lakers score golf victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Calloway County Lakers
outshot Murray High and Lone
Oak in golf action Tuesday at
the Murray Country Club.
The Lakers had three players
shot 38 to pace the way, with
David Greene, Adam Haley and
Brad Wilson all firing 38.
Calloway shot a 154, besting
Lone Oak's 167 and Murray's
168.
Clay Bolin shot a 38 for the
Tigers.
In the girls match. Murray
broke 200, shooting 195. Joy
Roach shot a 43, while Rachel
Cella (48) and Stacey Foster

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

(49) also were under 50.
Calloway, paced by a 55
from Nikki McMillen, shot a
237 and Lone Oak 245.
GOLF
Boys
at Murray Country Club
Calloway County 154, Lone Oak 167,
Murray 166
CALLOWAY: Rooker 40, Greene
38 Gallimore 45 Haley 38 Wilson 38,
Ross 40 VanRooy 58
MURRAY: Bohn 38, Hayerstock 40,
Jacob Rayburn 45 Holton 45
Girls
Murray 195, Calloway 237, Lon* Oak
245
MURRAY: Roach 43 Cella 48. Fos
tel 49 Haverstock 55 Holton 58, Alexander 62
CALLOWAY:McCoy 58 McMillen
55 Manning 56 Brandon 58 Whitfield
70

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Stuck in the middle of a rare
two-game losing streak, Murray
High girls coach John Gressler
had a little "soul-searching" session during Monday's practice —
"what arc we not doing now that
we did in the first four games."
Everyone listened, but Sara
Fitts must have taken notes.
Fins, one of three seniors on
the team, scored the first four
goals of the game to help lead
Murray to a 6-0 victory over Calloway County .Tuesday night at
Ty Holland Stadium.
"Sara Fins, the last couple of
games, has pushed her intensity
level up and she's been outstanding," Gressler said of his right
winger. "It definitely helps to
have your seniors focused."
Calloway County, which has

dropped to 3-5 on the season,
may not be far away from a team
meeting, either.
"We just didn't come out with
any intensity," Calloway coach
Sharon Arant said. "We were so
hyped up before the game I was
expecting them to come out better than they did."
Fitts' first goal came a few
minutes into the game, scoring
off an assist from Ellen Uddberg.
Three more Fitts scores on assists
from Sarah Snyder, Allison Cantrell and Jill Miller gave Murray
a 4-0 halftime lead.
"Sara's not real physical, but
she's being more creative with
the ball," Gressler said after his
team moved to 6-3 on the season.
Though senior Jill Miller
scored twice, both on assists from
Taryn Hansen, the second half
was dominated by the Lady Tiger

defense.
"Our defense did an excellent
job," Gressler said. "Susan Kricb
is quietly having a great season
and Allison Cantrell is always
our stabilizer. Sarah Snyder and
Courtney Christopher also played
well."
Calloway's soul-searching session may start in the trainer's
room.

"We're fighting injuries and
that's starting to be a factor,"
Arant said after watching three
players pull up hurt Tuesday.
"We've got five key players hurt
right now."
Calloway and Murray will
meet again Oct. 12 at Calloway.
Saturday, however, Murray and
Calloway each host Fort Knox
and then the Lady Tigers travel to
Madisonville later in the day.

Murray Middle uses early 14-0 start
to score 27-12 win over Calloway
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Middle School
Tigers jumped out quickly and
never looked back in a 27-12 win
over Calloway Middle Tuesday.
Backup quarterback David
Abbott, pushed into service after
an injury in practice to regular
O'Shea Hudspeth, hit Markenny
Foster with a 51-yard scoring
play on the first snap from scrimmage Tuesday, and the Tigers
added another quick score after a
Calloway fumble on a 2-yard TD
run by Brian Dcnnison.
That put Murray up 14-0
(Shane Andrus kicked both points
after touchdown), and the Tigers
stayed control in the game the
rest of the way.
"That first TD really hurt us,"
Calloway coach James Pigg said.
"It's hard to keep kids this age
up."
"We wanted to get the ball in
the hands of Markenny and
Courtney (Kent)," Murray Middle
•

See Page 3B
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It's a composite, sure, but
barely a stretch. Since the
Chinese runners burst onto the
international scene at last
month's World Championships
in Stuttgart, coverage of their
accomplishments has been
tinged by rumors of drug use
or colored by sensationalism.
And it only worsened after
another set of eye-popping
performances at their National
Games in Beijing_
"If they ratify these
records, it will set women's
middle and distance running
back 25 years," Mary Slaney,
the greatest U.S. middle distance runner ever, was quoted
as saying early last week. "It
will ruin the sport."
Frankly, it's easy to see why
stories about their successes
are loaded with skepticism.
The Chinese women had no
history to suggest they would
suddenly descend on the world
and in one fell swoop, run
much faster — in some cases,
much, much faster — than any
women ever have.
And then, as the details of
their training methods were
revealed, the line between fact
and fantasy seemed even more
blurred.
They were said to dine on
soup made from soft-shell turtles and drink a worm-based
tea commonly sold in China's
herbal market as an aphrodisiac for men. They were said
to run marathon distances each
day, training at altitude away
from prying eyes and modeling their style on the sika deer
and the ostrich.
At least, that was the story
cheerfully told during a rambling news conference two
weeks ago staged by their
coach, Ma Junren. Ma is so
good in front of crowds that he
could be doing stand-up right
now.
"If anyone is interested in
us," Ma said at one point,
suggesting his training
methods might be for sale,
"we always need funds to buy
turtles."
The really funny thing is
that much of what he has been
saying might be true.
This comes from no less an
authoritative source than University of Alberta zoology professor Larry Wang, who has
spent most of the past 20 years
trying to expand the limits of
human performance. In fact,
Wang, who was a pretty fair
long jumper during his university days in Taiwan, just about
predicted the record-setting
binge at an academic conference a week • before it
happened.
"What I said," he clarified
during a telephone interview

INVESTMENTS

—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES
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DAVID RAMEY/Ledger S Times phob

Murray Middle runnig back Brian Dennison is tackled by a Calloway
Middle defender in Tuesday's 27-12 victory.

—Vinyl Siding
FARM
BUREAU

Lii

AP Columnist

Fitts' four lead Lady Tigers

Murray sophomore Sarah Snyder, left works the ball downfield ahead
of Calloway defender Erin Grogan Tuesday at Ty Holland.

ly

CALL
753-7020

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

For Installation

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111
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•Chinese track...
FROM PAGE 28
over the weekend, "was that I
wouldn't not be surprised to see
world records falling very quickly in the very near future.
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"I'm not sure it was a prediction exacdy. I only knew about
the Chinese training methods
what I read in the papers. But the
point I was trying to make ... was
that the elements for a Jump in
the performance level of athletes
like distance runners are coming
together at the present time."
After settling in Canada 23
years ago. Wang set out to find a
way to enable people to better
survive in the cold. Gradually.
his research settled on the body's
ability to store and burn various
fuels. What kept thwarting his
efforts at improvement was a
therms:1d called adenosine, which
was released by the body as a
protective mechanism to limit
how much fat could be burned.
Two years ago. Wang and fellow researcher Raymond Lee solved the problem by combining a
host of natural food ingredients
in a candy bar they began selling
under the name "Cold-Fluster"

KE

in Canada and more recently in
the United States as "Access."
They claim the cocoa-flavored
bar, which also includes proteins
and carbohydrates, effectively
bottles up adenosine and allows
the body's fat supply to be upped
for energy as needed.
"And these are compounds
you can find in all kinds of
food," Wang said. "Some are
found in substances that are
banned for competitors, like caffeine, but also in cocoa or even a
tea made from some of the ingredients the Chinese arc said to be
using."

MSU volleyball
stumbles early
in E-ville loss

Braves, Phils move closer

Staff Report

Magic numbers can't be taken
too seriously until they arc below
10. Well, it's time to get serious
in both divisions of the National
League.
The Philadelphia Phillics, who
haven't won the NL East since
1983, cut their magic number to
clinch to seven with a 5-3 victory
over the Florida Marlins, while
Montreal was losing to Atlanta
18-5.

The University of Evansville made the Murray State Racers' home-opener a sour one
Tuesday night, beating the
Racers in five games.
The Racers, who were making their first appearance in
Racer Arena since winning the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament last year, dug themselves an early hole.
MSU lost the first two
games 11-15, 12-15, but rallied to win the nest two 15-13,
15-6, only to lose the final
game 9-15.
After being named to the
Mortar Board Purdue Premier
All-Tournament Team last
weekend in -West Lafayette.
Ind., junior Sarah Dearworth
continued to shine for the Racers. Dearworth slammed 26
kills to lead the Racers offensive attack.
Parkland Junior College
transfers Gina Buscher and Liz
Spomer continued to make
their presence known on the
Racer squad. Buschcr recorded
12 kills and led the team with
18 digs, while Sportier finished
with 11 kills and 11 digs.
Sophomore Bonnie Bagninsk returned to action after
an early-season injury to spark
the Racers in the third and
fourth games, adding 10 kills.
The Racers return to action
Friday and Saturday on the
road against Morehead State
and Eastern Kentucky.

Like Wang, not everyone is
dismissing Ma's explanations for
the success of the Chinese
women as laughable. In the past
few days. British world champions Linford Christie and Colin
Jackson went public with a call
for acceptance of the Chinese
records.
"They say they arc clean and
legal, so maybe we should try to
learn from them," Christie said.
And they better do it quickly.
The rest of the world A falling
faster behind by the day.
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•Foiled Again...
FROM PAGE 28
"Calloway played hard, they
took it to us," Weatherly admitted. "They had three or four really good scoring chances, they Just
didn't score."
Murray's Al Plan put the
Tigers up 2-0 late in the game
when he took a sensational pass
from teammate Stephen Crouch
and volleyed it through Vaker
keeper Paul /Ian.
From there, Murray's defense.
led by Scan Haverstock, stoned
the Calloway ollense to push
Murray to 5-2-3 on the season.
"I didn't breathe easy until the
end." said Weatherly, who will
take his team to Madisonville on
Saturday. "Callossa!, is going to

win some games this year.
"I'd rather not face them in the
district tournament."
Calloway, which travels to
Evansville Bosse on Saturday,
hosts Murray High on Oct. 12.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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announced that Jack Morris is out
for the vear with a damaged
elbow ligament.
The Yankees and Orioles, on
the other hand, tried to look for
some positives.

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construclum
Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960
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"Championship teams have a
way of turning it on when it comes down to crunch time," said
Stottlemyre, whose spot in the
starting rotation was solidified
earlier Tuesday when the Jays
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(next to Century 21)

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Remington Express Shotguns, Your Choice
12 Gauge Model 870 Express pump shotgun Choose 26" vent rib barrel with improved
cylinder choke tube or 28" vent rib barrel with modified choke tube Hardwood stock and
forearm Shoots 2'-'. or 3" shells (600-2992. 3008)
20 Gauge. Express pump gun with 28" VR modified tube (600-3032)
20 Gauge Express Youth Gun. 21" modified tube only (600-3057)

Sale

209.99
Rpmington

Remington 870 Express Shotgun 410 gauge (600-2984)
Remington 870 ExpressCombo 12 or 20 gauge shotgun (600-3016. 3024)

239.99
299.99
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Sale

Mossberg Ulti-Mag 835 12 Ga. Shotgun
3 ." -.lag 28" vent rib, accu rn,trj choke vvi:n blue I,nish

239.99
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Savage Rifle Combo

Sale

Includes scope mounts, swivels, sling and 3x9 bore sighted scope - all fully assembled'
- With earplugs and safetylrigger lock 243, 270, 30-06, 7mm mag or 300 Winchester mag
(602-3493, 3501, 3519, 3527, 3535)
Savage Model 1100 Rifle. Choose 243, 270, 3006, 7mm,308 or 300 mag Rubber recoil
pad and swivel studs (602-3543. 3550, 3568. 3576. 3584, 3592)

329.99
269.99
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Read the classifieds
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pEALS,To Write Home About

Centerfire Cartridges
Remington, Winchester
or Federal
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PRICE INCLUDES
See Our
Selection
•14' Single
Wides
•16' Single
Wides

3 Ton Central A/C
Upgrade Insulation
Storm Windows
Garden Tub
Wire For Ceiling Fan
Delivery/Set-up
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...v.*,

See Our
Selection
'Double
Wides

....,
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Caliber: 270,
30-06, 308 Sale
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Sale
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Open 7 Days a Week; M-F 8-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
1-800-533-3568
Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN
901) 644-0012
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Sale
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•
Store Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 1200-600
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23/4" Steel Shot,
Your Choice
Remington 12 gauge- BB, 1,
24
Winchester 12 gauge 2.4
16 gauge -2 4
Federal 12 gauge 2 4. 6

FEDERAL

23/4" Magnum Steel
Shot,. Your Choice
Remington 12 gauge BBB
T. 1. 2 and 4 shot
Winchester 12 gauge BB 1
2 3 4 and 6 shot
Federal 12 gauge BB T 2 3
and 4 shot

10

•
•
•
•
•
•

839
10.39
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Caliber: 243
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219.99

Caliber: 30 30 Sale

5
▪ now.
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217.99

Winchester 30-30 Ranger Blade front sight (601-5598)

16 X 80 Fleetwood

4
,

Sale

Brass bead front sight, adjustable rear sight. 20" barrel 6 shot tubular magazine Mar-shield
finish, hammer block safety, side ejection Walnut finished hardwood stock (602-7007)

"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Just a few days ago, everybody
was talking about .how close the
race was in the AL East.
Now, Toronto leads the division by five games - the largest
lead any AL. East team has had
all season long.
The Blue Jays won their ninth
in a row Tuesday- night as Todd
Stoulemyre pitched a three-hitter
in 3 5-0 shutout of Boston. New
York lost 5-4 to Minnesota and
third-place Baltimore rallied to
down Cleseland 7-6.
If the Blue Jays can- keep this
up, their series this weekend
against New York and their fourgame set at Baltimore next
weekend might not even matter.

305 N. 12th St., Murray

$ni"al

FROM PAGE 2B
coach Scott Turner said. "We're a
much better football team when
we do that."
Kent rushed for a 33-yard TD
run in the second quarter, while
Foster added a 6-yard score in the
third for the Tigers. They were
also both very effective in the
kick and punt returns, as Murray
had good field position most of
the night.
Calloway struggled most of the
night running against the Tiger
front line.
"They caused a lot of trouble
for us upfront," Pigg said.
But Pigg was happy that the
Lakers did bounce back after
Murray's two quick scores and
make a game of it. Justin Morton
rushed for a 26-yard TD run in
the second quarter, to make it
14-6, and he also scored on a late
TD run.
"We didn't quit, and actually
we got better during the game,"
Pigg said. "We played our best
football in the fourth quarter."
Turner, whose Tigers broke a
two-year Calloway win streak in
the game, said he knew Pigg
would have the Lakers ready.
"Coach Pigg coached me in
high school, so I knew they
would he ready for us," Turncr
said.
Turner also was pleased with
the way Abbott stepped up for
the Tigers.
"He showed a lot of composure
tonight," Turner said.
He was not happy, however,
with a number of penalties and
some crucial Tiger penalties.
"Some of the fumbles, I can
live with, because those arc backs
trying for extra yards," Turner
said. "But the penalties were
rather senseless."
The win put Murray at 3-0 on
the year, while Calloway fell to
1-2.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

Jane Rogers Ins.

A

What makes the pennant chase
more interesting is that the teams
with the magic numbers meet this
weekend in Philadelphia, setting
up the possibility that hoth could
clinch on the same night at the
Same place.. .
The Braves came up big in the
matchup of the Nt.'s two hottest
teams. The Expos led 3-1 after

Blue Jays win ninth in row

'See me for all your family insurance needs'

&&&&& /••••

three innings, but Atlanta had a
seven-run fourth and added six in
the fifth as Fred McColl and
Terry Pendleton combined for
five hits, three homers and nine
RBIs in the two innings.
'We just started hitting like
crazy," Atlanta manager Bobby
Cox said. "No, I don't remember
anything like that. That's a lot of
runs.''
Enough to let John Smolt/
(15-10) cruise as Atlanta won for
the 32nd time in 39 games, while
the Expos lost for Just the fourth
time in 23 games.
"That was a nice win because
they've been one of the best
teams in baseball lately," Pendleton said

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 18. Montreal 5
Philadelphia 5. Florida 3
Los Angeles 5. CincinnaD 3 (11)
New York 4. Pittsburgh 3
Chicago 13. St Louis 3
Houston 6. San Franc.isco 0
Colorado 15 San Diego 4

The Braves, the NL champions
the past two seasons, cut their
magic number to nine with the
easy win over the Expos, coupled
with Houston's 6-0 victory over
San Francisco.

SCOREBOARD

PREP FOOTBALL

•Middle...

The Associated Press

Murray Ledger & Times
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""a
'4"

9.99

3" Magnum Steel
Shot, Your Choice
Remington
12 gauge 1 2 and 4 shot
Winchester 12 gauge BB. 1
2 3 and 4 shot

Sale

10.99

to oast®
C

Amerca's TOTAL HARDWARE' Store

111176f.

Central Shopping'Center
753-8604

753-4461
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MSU TV-11 offers variety
of programming for fall

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

Murray State University's student-operatcd television station,
MSU TV-11, is back on the air with
news, public affairs and entertainment programming for the fall
semester.
TV-11's key programming can be
seen on the Murray and Mayfield
cable systems from 6 p.m. to ap_ Sunday
proximately. 10
through Thursday.
Two locally produced flagship
programs are NewsMakers, a halfhour public affairs telecast; and
InfoWeekly,a newsmagazine program containing feature interviews,
weather forecasts and news of interest to viewers in western Kentucky.
All segments are written, produced
and directed by Murray_State students.
New this year to TV-11 is the
University Television Network, a
syndicated national video service
aimed toward college students.
UTN programs are campus-oriented
blend of music, talk, comedy and
general-entertainment shows, according to Rodney Freed, MSUTV's operations manager.
On-air student staff includes Da-

SALE—Th
.41111—
FOR
i
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
--••••••••

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy, 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

,GD We are proud to use(X
Vic recycled newsprint. èj

nick Ryan of Chicago and Krista
Wallace of Owensboro, news
anchors; Tim Smith of Camden,
Tcnn.,sports director; Phillip Lee of
Elizabethtown, sports interviewer,
Kristy Haffner of Bardstown, host
of NewsMakers; Dan Szargot of
Murray, entertainment correspondent; and Lee Blair of Paducah,host
of interviewer of InfoWeekly.
There is also a sizable behindthe-scenes crew which includes directors, 'equipment operators, videogiaphers and producers such as
Larissa Bell of Carlisle and Kristin
Thompson of Shelbyville.
Airtime for NewsMakers is 6
p.m. MondaysAlive telecast which
is replayed at 930 p.m.)and 6 p.m.
Thursday for-InfoWeekly (replayed
—
at 9:SODr. John Dillon,adviser to TV- II
Ncws, said these programs will
continue until late November and
will sometimes be augmented by
special events such as the Alpha
Epsilon Rho auction.
Viewers can also tune in to hear
Student-Run-Radio(WSRR)at certain times when no other programming is being aired on TV-11.

Look What 19' Buys!!

SAVE•A•LOT
Hours: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
12-6 p.m. Sunday

Golden Quick

Wylwood
New Crop

(-

Mac. &
Cheese

Golden Corn,
Sweet Peas
Vi
---. 1672 oz. Can
WyptaimmI
i
e.rs4mt—oas
.4

Baking

Potatoe

Jiffy

(Corn Muffin

Mix

060

9'

MACARONI
&CHEESE
DINNER

Look What 39C Buys!!
Prairie Farms

Garden Rite

Assorted Flavors

Stems & Pieces

Yogurt

Mushrooms
4 oz. Can

8 oz. Cup

39'

39'

Museum provides exhibit
about Jackson Purchase
Six months ago, Murray State dited Murray Middle School for
University's Wrather West Ken- pioneering the Spirit of Jackson
tucky Museum dusted off its stage Purchase effort. "They wrote and
and cleared a gallery to introduce performed a historical play titled
"The Spirit of Jackson Purchase." 'Where the Rivers Meet.' It was a
The new program first connected combination of the areas of theater,
with Murray Middle School. The writing, history, art and music. The
result- refreshing, educational en- opening of a colorful gallery exhibit
tertainment that left smiles for the completed the theme." According
audience, ticket money for the mid- to Alexander, the next such event
dle school, and increased atten- will be performed by a Marshall
dance for the museum. Today, the County middle school.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
In addition to the active Spirit of
released one-year attendance fig- Jackson Purchase program, the
ures which show a whopping 54 Wrather Museum has improved its
percent increase in visitors.
permanent collection with the reBeverly Ford,_ a_ Murray State creation-of -Parker's Barber Shop
-regent-and member of the museum's The exhibit includes the original
advisory council,is pleased with the furnishings from the turn-of-theprogress and sees the museum as a -century_Mayfield establishment.
siac
contributor to
Another 'addition is about to be
cess. "Through renewed involve- introduced on the top floor. An
ment with the area schools the attractive showcase has been built to
museum is contributing to Murray display memorabilia of former KenState's public service and recruit- tucky Gov. Julian Carroll. An
ment efforts. According to middle unveiling and reception will take
school officials," Ford added, "the place on Nov. 14. The collection
museum's Spirit of Jackson Purch- includes the famous worn-out shoe,
ase program has provided a format a remnant from his political travels.
for putting KERA principles into The Jackson Purchase native will be
practice."
on hand for the opening.
Learning together is crucial, acWrather Museum's recent succording to Cathy Malleu, a university music instructor and consultant cess was welcomed by its founders:
for the Kentucky Educational Re- Betty Lowry, Libby Hart, Walt
Apperson and A.W. Simmons Jr.
form Act. "Students in one discipWithin west Kentucky's Jackson
line should not be isolated from
students in another. Subjects should Purchase area, the counties have
be studied from all sides. In that representatives who serve on an
respect,the Spirit of Jackson Purch- advisory council for the museum.
ase project is headed in the right They include(Ballard)Zanna Dyer;
direction," she said. Mallett served (Calloway) Dr. Keith Heim and
on a Louisville-based primary Kathy Koppperude; (Carlisle)
music committee for the Kentucky Judge William L. Shadow) and
Music Education Association. The Lynn Lane;(Fulton) James Everett
committee has helped music spe- and Kay Martin; (Graves) Peggy
cialists understand and implement Brady:-(Hickman) Rose Berry and
KERA in music classrooms Virginia Jewell;(Marshall) Beverly
Ford and Margaret Heath; and
throughout the commonwealth.
Richard Holland,
(McCracken)
West
Wrather
Alexander,
Sally
Kentucky Museum manager, cre- chair, and Mary Lala Turner.

theuniversity's

7'/4 oz. Box

re.ew

jrz
1,

The best of times. Sally Alexander (left) Of Murray remembers well the clock
that controlled the bell system for Murray State Teachers College For her and
other MSU alumni the memory Is alive. For Murray State sophomore Staci
Shipp (right) of Murray Its a history lesson,compliments of the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. Noble Knight of Murray restored the beautiful timepiece
for the community to enjoy.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Hostess with the Mostest

Spread

FROZEN FOOD

Paper

SPECIALS

Towels

3 lb Tub

Sunny

Buster

7 oz. Box

99'
12

i

'kg

So Cheezy

American Singles$129

6
9'
Biscuits

7 oz. Ctn.

oz. Can

Butter Not

Thorn Apple Valley
Premium

Country Cupboard

Franks

Meats

390 3gr
12 oz. Pkg.

Sealt est

"
Orange Juice $1
SPECIAL BUY
Homo. or 2%

Thorn Apple Valley
All Meat

Milk
,,

Sausage

Bologna

gal Jog

98'
•

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most100% guaranteed!

Aberdeen

16 oz

2

I 0i

oz

I'kg

Jennie-0

Turkey

Franks
12 oz

79'
SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Banquet

Pot Pies

39

l'kg

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Pork

Prairie Farms

Sliced

5 oz Pkg.

Little Juan

Burritos

39

SPECIAL BUY
Royal
Peanut Butter

Wafers
12 oz.

Pkg.

78

Tomorrow: Avoidance play.
served.
South dealer.
So, when my friend opened the
North-South vulnerable.
bidding with one heart and West
NORTH
passed,the hostess leaped directly to
•Q.15
six hearts. Ofcourse.she didn't have
V K Q942
the values for this bid,and she might
• A Q6:3
well have used other means of ap*8
proaching a slam, hut she was terriEAST
WE.ST
bly anxious to leave the table and get
• K 107
•96 4 3
—
to the kitchen to prepare the snacks.
IP 765
East,certainly no shrinking vio•87 a
•K 92
•K C010972 let. now barged in withseven clubs.
466 4 3
Possibly my friend should have made
SOUTH
a forcing pass and thus invited his
•A 8 2
partner to hid a grand slam if she
A.) 1083
was SO minded_ Hut first, I doubt that
•.1 104
he was then familiar with this con+A 5
vention, and second. I'm not sure he
The bidding
would have made a forcing pass even
North East
South West
if he had known its meaning. In6V(!) 7+
Pass
1•
stead, he doubled.
Pass
?
Dble
West passed and the hostess,lookOpening lead — six of clubs.
ing anxiously at her partner, said:
This incident occurred at a game 'I'm very sorry, partner. hut I simply
a friend of mine played in many must make the tea. Seven hearts!'
years ago. He had been playing bridge That closed the hiddingand Wast.led
for only a year or so at the time, and a club.
The spade finesse succeeded,and
his knowledge ofthe game was someso did the diamond finesse,and when
what limited.
It was late in the evening when the diamonds turned out to be dithe hand shown was dealt. My friend's vided 3-3. my friend was able to dispartner. sitting North, was hostess card his lastspadeon dummy'sfourth
of the four-table group, and she was diamond. As a result, he made the
somewhat unsettled because the time grand slam.
The tea, he added, was delicious!
had come for refreshments to be

CO.
BETTER-BUILT GARAGE
DWAIN WARREN

Ad Good
Wednesday,
September 22,
Through
Tuesday,
Sept. 28, 1993
\MIN\

MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner,
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab
Carpenter Built AU Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1' 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4.925
$3,725 2 2 CAR (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 2i CAR (2030) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

It •

4 •

• •-.
i •..i

-4 ,

CLASSIFIE
ANNOUNCENF\ls
,,, Moues
Ponsortals
Card at Thanks
In Memory
Loot• Found

020
025
030
040
050

Help

Wanurdl

410

Public Sale

470
480

070

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trod*

485

090

Situation Wanted

110

Instruction

Free Column

570

Wanted

proved its
th the recShoj

The above described reel estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment
in the amount of $34,986.48, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$1,196.86, as of May 19, 1993, plus additional interest which accrued
at the daily rate of$9.1061 from May 19, 1993,until July 28, 1993 and
interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 3.58 percent per
annum,until paid,including a subsidy amount of$14,436.00 from the
sale of the property in the event the property sells for more than the
above balance set out herein, plus costs, disbursements and
expenses.

ate

TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash,or upon a credit of sixty(60)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:
Fifteen(15%)percent of the purchase price shall be paid in
cash on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute a
bond with approved surety payable to the United States
Marshal for the Wester District of Kentucky for the
balance of the purchase price, together with interest
thereon at the rate of 3.58 percent per annum, said bond
being due and payable in full, together with all accrued
interest, within sixty (60) days from date of sale. The
purchaser may prepay the bond at any time prior to the
expiration sixty(60)days from the date ofsale by payment
of the balance of the purchase price plus all interest
accrued at the rate of3.58 percent per annum from date of
sale to the date of payment in full.

ICarlisle)

tdoan and
ies Everett
es) Peggy
Berry and
II) Beverly
eath; and
Holland,
Furrier.

The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time
of sale, and shall be sold free and clear of any right or equity of
redemption. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds of
the sale of the real property in the same manner and with the same
effort as they attached to the property prior to the sale.
For:
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Wilma L. King
WILLIAM D. ZERILLO
UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Western District of Kentucky
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, KY 40202

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!

Church for Sale, to
be moved, located
at the corner of
15th and Sycamore. We are taking sealed bids
be
will
which
Monday,
opened
September 27 at 7
p.m. Church goes.
to the highest kidder. Those making
bids are welcome to
be present. Pews
will be sold separately.

Some advertising messages are fleet
ing
they're seen or heard for a
few seconds
and then they are
gone

Contact Luther A
May, 753-0835 or
753-8442.

Its not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night
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020
Notice

Maybelle Joyner
Bridals

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

ARREN

Pre Fab

?70

Mobile Homes For

Wingo, Ky.

1/2 Price
Sale on all sample
bridal gowns

•

fAIREga-0_,J75_5

Mourn by appointment

- 502-376-5387

CLASSIFIED
1•10-

Sale

365

For Sale Or Laura

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartmonts For Rant

435

Lake Property

Auto Parts
Used Care 330
Vane

Rooms For Rant

440

340

Houses For Rant

4S0

Farms For Sale

or Learn

460

Homes For Sale

Motorcycle*
Auto Sorvices

Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

360

....For Rent

Lots

For Sale

160
165

........ __Homo Furnishings
.
Antiques

170

Display Ad.
40011 Diament bid Ran.
Of& Discount 3rd Ran
(All 3 Ali Mast Ran Within S Dicy

Period I
$175 par relearn toch mars far Tusseir ,Shap
ping Guidel.

Reader Ads:

Vacuum Cleaners

Ilona

HEAVEN'S GATES &

10 FT brakes for viny
work Rent by the day
436 2701

AUTOMOTIVE frame
worker needed for local col
'mon repair business Must
have at least 3yrs aspen
once in frame work repair
Call 759 9890 anytime it
no answer please leave

message

gallentel Kik SE PIEKrA710%
MAL arta KAGET'
RAC)BEFORE coon' =isles
UST OF
MC NC IOW EFFECTS

SEPTEMBER 26, 27, 28, 1993
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
7:X PI NIGHTLY

-First
Assembly of God
Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky
'Nursery Prowdecr
Fres Ticket Information Call

(502) 753-6695
MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
tut colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right lit house
on right 435 4020
MUSIC DJ Dances par
ties, weddings all musical
styles 753 0343

MURRAY
SHOE REPAIR
106 N.4th St. Murray
759-1983
Hrs.: 9-5:30 M-F
SERIOUS writers and or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monttity publication
if enough people are interested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey PO Box 592 Mur
ray KY 42071
SMALL congregation look
mg for a building suitable
for worship services hold
up to 60 or 70 people Also
seeking land to build a
church Phone 753 6356 or
753 2454
VACATION TIME AT
PIZZA MAGIC AURORA
Closed Sept 20 for a two
week vacation RE OPEN
OCTOBER 6 AT 5PM AND
OPEN all year Wed thru
Sun
4 74 8 1 1 9,
1-800 649 3804

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST

BRICKLAYERS needed
immediately Most have a
crew Large number of
scattered site housing
1 800-928 1234

Wanted

& Childcare

Computers

cleaning
Cali Betty 474-2131 nights

C64 COMMODORE com
puter complete with mono
tor. disk drive tape cas
sette. by sock, all manuals
436 2289

DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor
trailer
drisers. Must have
minimum 2 years
OTR ‘erifiable experience, excellent
pay, major medical, dental & eye
glass and 5 year
vested retirement.
Home weekends.
Rollins

1-800-782-8759
CABLE Ad Sales Account
Executive Paris Cablevi
sion is looking for a moo
EASY work! EXCELLENT
voted professional seleS pay, Over 400 companies
person to represent our need home workew
company in the Pans TN distributors NOW, Cat for,
market This position is re
amazing recorded mes
sponsible for setting pro
sage 502-329 1217 ext
clueing and scheduling 101 Get PAID FROM
video commercials for local HOMEI
businesses in addition to
the planning and execution EASY work, Excellent Payl
of marketing and promo /Assemble products at
bonal activities for the cable 'home call toll free
1 800 467 5566 ext 8047
system Sales experience
organizational skills and EXPERIENCED meat cut
computer experience are ter Apply in person at
required Public relations Save A Lot Grocery Store
and promotional experi- in Murray
between
ence will be considered
8am 5pm No phone calls
Video or audio production please
experience is desired but
EXPERIENCED body man
not absolutely necessary
This position requires the needed Crouse Body
use of a personal car and a Shop 800 Chestnut St
drug screen will be required Murray Apply in person
before employment
GENERAL office work and
Please send or deliver a
cleaning 10am 7prn Tues
resume to the Paris Cable
thru Sat $4 25.te No ben
vision office at 508 E
ehts Send resume to PO
Washington St Pans TN
Box 1040 W Murray Ky
38242 by October 1 1993
42071
No phone calls please
Paris Cablevision is an $$$JOBS 55 $
Equal Opportunity Employment Training KY
Farmworker Programs Inc
Employer
Helps disadvantaged
Farmworkers seek employCOUNTER help needed at ment and training opporBoone s Cleaners Apply in tunities Jobs available
person 753 2552
construction workers
DO you need a GED/ Do sheet metal workers as
sembly operators cooks
you need hope for the fu
Aire and help to get a solid drivers & more No fees
career/ We have 22 JOB charged Equal Employopenings for people 16 thru ment Opportunity Program
21 that are not full time high Call 1 800 950 3276 KY
school students Call Farmworker Program Inc
753 9378 Five days a week Calloway Court House 3rd
between 8 00am 3 00pm Floor Murray KY 42071
We are an EOE This pro- Phone (502) 753-0708 for
tect * funded by the West- more information about
ern Kentucky Private In qualifying Please ask for
Rita Shelton
dustry Council JTPA

You are invited to a

"Ceramic Tile-How-ToInstall Clinic"
For reservations call: 759-1390

Oct. 14 • 7 p.m.

Monthly income
available'

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

100% reinsured,
100% investment
wade assets'

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

CALL Ricky Ryan at
753 5273 on Wed Thur. Fri
and wish hen a Happy 50th
Birthday on Sat Sept 25itt

WILL do house

Immediate opening
for advanced administrauve assistant,
heavy bookkeeping
duties, computer
knowledge & experience required.
Send cover letter,
resume. references
to:

Gaye Luber
Exec. Director
1.1IL Association
100 Van Morgan
Drive
Golden Pond, K
42211
EARN up to $1003 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience Free supplies Free info No obligation Send SASE to Hi Lo
Dept 28 PO Box 3648 San
Angelo, TX 76902

PiON.NIOVT OatOaN,Ia1t0/4
OPial TO ref ntJAIC
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

Wu Duckling
RENT A -C4R
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray. KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING lobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

100
Business
Opportunity
THE Kathleen Turne
Beauty Shop and residence on S 12th is avail
able for lease Great opportunity for beautician to combine home and business in
prime location 753-3690

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
GOOD used electrical fuse
or circuit breaker box
storm windows used car
peting 753 4109

.#
2 AIR conditioners 18 000
btu & 110 unit 753 0751

120

Computers

7FT lofted barn phone
hook up electrical outlet.
37 months old Call
753 4535 can leave
message

HELP WAN'tE1)

NO Experience' $500 to
$900 weektylpotential processing FHA mortgage refunds
Own hours
1 501-646 0044 ext 832
24 Hours
PEPSI-Cola in Benton, KY
is recruiting for fuN time
positions Pepsi offers
stable year round employ,
ment, excellent training
program, good pay, and
benefits, including insurance. pod retirement, vacation and holiday pay
Pepsi promotes from within
and otters pay raises based
on merit To be part of the
growing Pepsi team, apply
in person Thurday. 9r23 or
Friday 9/24 from 9am to
3pm at Pepsi Cola, Hwy
641 North, Benton, KY
SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
train Call Monday thru Fri
day, 9am lpm only
615 399 8269
SOMEONE to do body
work on a 1977 Mustang
Also one antique fan for
sale 753 3947
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe. Paris. Tn
901 642-4297 7prn-2.1en,
WANTED resident managers Person(s) wanted to
live in very nice homes in
Western Kentucky area &
care for individuals with
special needs Experience
working with the mentally
retarded & developmentally disabled preferred
High school diploma or
GED required Room &
board benefits, competitive salary & training provided Please contact
1 800 952 1603 or Send
resume to PO Box 322,
Benton KY 42025

LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS No exp necessary
Now hiring US Cutom 01
Mrs. Etc For info call (219)
794-0010 ext 3007 flam to
8pm 7 days
970

America's Second Car

080

MATURE person to care for IBM Compatible computer,
infant in my home Mon some software $500 Call
Tues. Thurs & Friday
753 5350
7am 5 30pm Must have
reliable transportation &
provide references Call
753 4379 after 5 30pm

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
call
info
more
219 794-0010 ext 7159,
Ntarn-8prn 7 days

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

MRS. THEPESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gilled from God
554 7904 call for
appointment

120

Domes*

Trees Lumber Doticenter

LET Video Production Sp.
pangs transfer your home
movies to video tape NOW
and save 10% Call Donna
Dwnell 759 9246 Offer expose 9i30/93

A 62.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Help

Guaranteed 5 years

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls,
slabs drives, walks Colored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

nzn

Notice

HELL'S FLAMES'

25( per word 85.00 minimum lit
day. 61 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(*Nee. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for blind boa ads.

180-. .
Sewing Machines
195 .s. . .... Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Piriood
220
Musical
240
Miscallanaous
260
TV • Radio
380
Pets• Supplies

n70

753-4199

When you're looking for -esults
look to classified One Phone call
Puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you
right around
the iiirk'

delicious!

Mobile Homo' For Rent

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rant

020

Lot Number 14, Block D in Westwood Subdivision as
recorded in Plat Book 3,Page 14 and in the Partial Replat
of Block D as recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 63 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. The above
described property is sold subject to the restrictions as set
forth in Plat Book 3,Page 15 in the office ofthe Clerk ofthe
Calloway County Court and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and incorporated
herein as if same were written in full.
Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Don Riley et
al to LaJeanna Thornton dated September 18, 1986 as
recorded in Book 169, Card 312 in the Calloway County
Court„Clerk's Office. •- •

e Spirit of
;ram. the

$4.925
I) $5,525
LOT

180 .

By virtue of Judgment and Order of Sale entered July 18, 1993,
directed to me and issued from the office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff, v.
LaJeanna G. Thornton, Defendant., Civil Action.No. C93-0004-PtJ),
on October 5, 1993,at the hour of 11:00 a.m., at the Calloway County
Courthouse door, Murray,Kentucky, I will sell to the highest and best
bidder the following real estate:

:hool for
Jackson
trote and
lay titled
It as a
theater,
usic The
Ty exhibit
ssccording
uch event
Marshall

our Area,

490
495
500
510
520

‘11:144'11.VNIPIS}:
Computers
130
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
140 ....
150
Articles For Salo
155
Appliances

$5.00 Column Inch

120

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE

,se

'HA

Eaterminoting
Business Senna"'
Hosting And Cooling
Services Offered

010

ibit

c original
irn-of-theishment.
saut to be
loor. An
!en built to
rmcr Kenroll. An
will take
collection
1-out shoe,
al travels.
ive will be
g. —
!cent suefounders:
lart, Walt
imons Jr.
s Jackson
Thes have
•ve on an
museum.
uma Dyer;
Heim and

560

Business Opportunity

Advertisers are requested to check tho
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so conections can be
made.

REAL ESTATE SALES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

I RAV•1411(1.5 1 ION

060

100'

the clock
or her and
lore Stacl
ither WPM
trri epieCe

230
250
290
530

Mite HAAN!'ot S

\t

I 111'1 t

Livestock & Supplier'
Poultry & Supplied'
Produce
Fred & Seed

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.}
SIK Mit Es

Farm Equipment

190
370
390
400
$50

812:11153:111015

753-1916

1..ARMERS MARIO.I

Legal Notice

MasterCard

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 ders in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 am
Monday 3 p.m
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 pm
Saturday Edition

5B

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

Domestic
& ChIldcwo
ABSOLUTELY Cieare Experienced dependable
cleaning service Horne or
office References Call
436 2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perenced references Cali
Linda 759 9553
WILL dean you( home Re
kat)* thorough very fee
sonable rater r all t ynda
753 2862

Keith's Ky Fried Chicken is looking for help It
are tmergetic, enthusiastic and like poil,k,
would like to meet oil.
Po%itions

iiu

,111.thIc

Das Help
Good licitefits
Good ealars
Apply iii ix.rson at the Mlirira,, Keiliuck
Slunagernent "Erainees

Chn ken restaurant. 1:017N1/1

KFC

9

CLINICAL NURSING POSITION
The Calloway County Health Center
has two challenging positions open in
the clinical setting. Both offer the registered nurse an opportunity to work in
the areas of promotion of health and
prevention of disease. One position is
full-time while the other is part time. If
you would like to learn more, contact
Sharon Godec, R.N., Nursing Director,
Purchase District Health Department
at (502) 247-1490. Resumes do not
substitute for completed applications.
Transcripts are required. Applications
may be picked up at the Calloway
County Health Center,7th and Olive, or
any local health center. E.E.O.C.

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits- EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray. KY 42071

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in_t0 standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65'6,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1 Price 2 Company stability 3 Service We
represent 7 'A M Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent
your

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-41e9

-
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WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 22, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

BOGARD trucking and ex
coveting inc We haul lop
sod gravel WI dirt white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
HARMONY House 8 sating silverware set. 1 25
volume Universal Stendud
Encyclopedia. used rabtxt
hutches 489 2693
'KING wood burning
stove, metal cabinet mea
sures 40- wide by 25'deep
by 28 high 4 to 5yrs old
$250 753 3773
MOVING Thursday' Must
sell today! Washer. $100
dryer, $150 (3yrs old), re
Ingerator with los maker,
$150, top carrier, $25, twin
mattress. $20, deluxe
queen mattress set (like
new) $150 Everything in
excellent condition
759 9174
NEW 16' & 165" Beni
truck tees $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals. 1st
line at low. low prices LOIS
of used tires $10, $15. $20
each Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753 1111
NEW metal siding & roof
rig Cover 36" cut lo length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
available 489 2722 or
489 2724
WEDDING dress it veil,
size 8, with OCCO6601106
753- 5815
WHEAT straw $1 25bale
489 2436
155
Applerices
A FROST free side by side
& regular size retrigerator.
washer & dryer, electric
stove 354 8528
FRIGIDAIRE stacked
washer, dryer with new motor 753 4753, 753 8487
GE refrigerator 4 baseboard type electric heaters
753 6967
160
Home
Fumbler*,
BACK In Busln•ss
George E Hodge, 806 Coldealer Rd Used furniture &
appliances Will sell or
buy Also furniture hand
refinished
L SHAPED sectional sofa.
1 yr old $400 753 9771 or
leave message

FORD 6000 Series tractor,
$2350 753-7901
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

AUTUMN
SPECIALS!
HOMES,INC.

VOLL

We UrtwaWbile Dear

Nom

Illealsie
Nice 2 bedroom.
Only $500 clown.
1.21100 per month

5288

800-220050 ft Coleman
RE 753-9890

r275 16.80. 3 bedroom
10% down. 'watta near

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

6175 per month
129 1 -Nkcs 2

tiedroorn,
Only 64 995

r240.8.2114.83. 3 bedroom.
Only ¶Cosi wee
Sire 03 par ftwis,

Wwd
To Real

1214 8ig 28.70. double...as
Only 625,99510% down and
$275X per month

28R house Must have
good heat source Have
infant and pets Please call
762-3185 and leave
message

1683 New 3 bedroom.
2 bath, shingle roof &
vmyl s,cling. $15,995
10% down and $155
per month

SINGLE female want to
rent 22-3011 camper OctDec for stationary use dur
in home construction
7537049

We want your Ouse*ss"

Hwy. 71 East • P.O. Box 579
(901) 642-4466
Fax (901) 642-4497
Paris, Tennessee
38242

3211
Aperatients
Far Rest
1 OR 2br apts neat down
town Murray 753 4109

2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer14x60, CENTRAL hia par- ences
$425/mo
Daily furnished, appliances, 753 7457
underpinning, 1224 build
apay It service pole included 2BR duplex, like new,
pliances furnished,
753 9431 7531541
$400/mo Security deposit
1470 38R, 1', bath all required 753 6654 days.
electric Call 759-1713
435 4480 nights
1974 1260 VILLA !radar, EMBASSY 2br, central
$2500 753 1684 after gas appliances furnished
4pm
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753-9698
1983 CLAYTON 14x65
furnished or unfurnished MUR CAL Apartments now
Must sell Call Greg accepting applications for
759 4522 or 345 2345
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
14.70
BELMONT
1990
Housing Opportunity
Electric central Iva 2br, 2
bath, ved hookup refrigera- NICE brick duplex 2br,
te, stove, dishwasher gar- central lea appliances
bage disposal. 2 porches, furnished Coleman RE
walkway. underpinning, all 753-9898
treated lumber, fiberglass
insulation, ceiling R 21. ex- NOW taking applications
Blow rent housterior & floor R-11, 815.000 for Section
ing Apply in person at
759,9681
Southside Manor. 906
1991 EXTRA nice 1672, Broad St Extended, be2br, 2 bath central tea, on tween 8am- 12noon No
1 3 acres on north side of phone calls please Equal
town 753-1014
Housing Opportunity
1992 BELMONT 16x80. ONE bedroom and room for
3br very nice island rent, furnished, very nice
kitchen, best insulation & 753-1252 days, 753 0606
carpet $19,500 354 8411
after 5pm
CUMMINGS Meter Poles SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duSpecializing in mobile plex. appliances furnished,
home electric services 200 central air & gas heat
amp $375 100 amp $325 $475ano 1 month deposit.
435 4027
1 year lease No pets
753-2905
OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality insulation TAKING applications for
options and set up you will section 8 rent subsidized
find that we have the very apartments 1, 26 3 bedbest value for your housing rooms handicap accessidollar!' Dinkins Mobile ble Equal Housing OpporHomes Inc. Hwy 79E tunity Apply Hildale Apts
Pars, TN 1 800-642 4891
Hardin. Ky or call
502 437 4113
Mobile
Homes For Rent

Macelleneaus

2 Z. 3BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
it water furnished Coleman RE 753-9898

HUNTERS We now have
deer stands (API Aluma
lock) and Hot Spot Kelth's
Lawn Si Tractor, Murray.

2BR trailer. 1 mile East of
Murray $225'mo with
lease & deposit 759-2570
or 753 3860

Via

4 CAR garage with °flocs It
paved lot 753-4509

5306-1988 team),
Only $9,995

2611
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

NEW conditton 7'4 ton
Trani, hest di at unit WS
accept bids 753-1300, alter 7pm 489-2116

UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
wiretrigerator, sewage &
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753-6609
VERY nice 2tx, 1 bath duplex with carport, appliances furnished central
gas heat & air $425/mo, 1
month deposit, tyr lease
No pets 753-2905
330
Rooms
For Rent

2BR, unlurnashed, central
tea. $200/mo plus deposit.
No pets 474-2100

K T I and Assooates offering a full line of invesOgative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436-6099

NEAR MSU. kitchen, Irving
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, room, pnvileges utilities
electric or gas Walking dis- furnished Coleman RE
tance to college 753-5209 753-9898

270
Mob.*
Homes For Sale

Mobile
Ham Lab For Rent

12.65 2BR with pull out
utility pole underpinning
porch & appliances in
Coded $4200 Must be
moved Call before 5pm
753 0688

MOBILE home lots in new
park 5 miles south of Murray Water furnished, some
restrictions Available now
492 8488

2BR brick in town, carport
1'4 bath, central hia ap
pliances, yard mainte
mince included No pets
Deposit/references After
5pm 753-6397

West Kentucky's
Biggest Fall City•Wide
Yard Sale
•

Murray, KY
Saturday, September 25
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Over 50 yard sale areas!
For detailed descriptions of yard sale items available and a
map of various locations, come by Murray Tourism
Commission office, 805 N 12th St

For more information call:

753-5171
,

ea-eie
,
7""*"raterillerietwi
,.,

313R, 2 beet brick, new
central gas heat. available
now
Coleman RE
7S3-96198
3 OR 4br home, newly remodeled, nice appliances,
gas heat $450/mo. deposit
references required
753-8767 or 753-2339
FEMALE seeking room
ma(s) to share neat I
very nioe 3br house Must
see to appreciate S13S/mo
deposit
'Artless
762-3894 leave message if
no answer
NEWLY redecorated in
Southwest School District
3br, 1'4 bath gas heat
central sic $500/mo
753-7920

Gigantic
Yard Sale
1622 College Fenn At
Thurs., Fn., Sal.
7 till ?
Name Wand clothing.
men's 28 Pin., 38, boys 14
*auk. womens 4 MN 16,
watermelon & decoratinç.
collectibles. brass & topper punching tag wicker.
radios, rugs, pictures, 1mas, shoes ararevy, knick
knacks, to much b 1st

For Rent
Or Loam
CREEKVItW Self storage
warehouas on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

ELI For Sale

WILL lease 1 to 3%4 acres
or sel at the nght pnoe 94E
8 Tile' from Murray at the
end of Grove Heights Sub
Send inquires to Box 1040
B, Murray, KY 42071
1.0

Pete
AKC miniature Dachshund
shots $150 928-2057

CARPORT SALE
Saturday

YARD
SALE
mi. east of
Lynn Grove.

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
23, 24, 25

7-??
Lots of
Miscellaneous

AKC registered Dernabon
puppy. 5mos old, shots &
wormed, housebroken,
$200 form Serious inquires
only Call 759-1291
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

put it in the
Classifieds

All Dog

Grooming
All breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

FALL apples Damson
plums Call to place your
753-4725 or
order
753-9468
110
Public
Sale

WEST KENTUCKY'S
BIGGEST FALL
CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE
Murray, KY
Saturday,
September 25
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Ow 50 yard sal* aroma!

For detailed description
of yard sale items available and a map of various locations come by
the Murray Tourism
Commission office 805
N 12th St
For more information
call 753-5171

Yard
Sale
505 N. 5th
Murray
Sept. 23, 24, 25
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Carport
Sale
Thursday
8:30-5:00
Red brick house in
Stella next to West
Ky. Trailer Sales.
Small bcycle, TV,dishes, jewelry, fall clothing

Your .1(1

Could
Ii Here!

1986 TAURUS, red, VS.
$1600
After 5pm
489-2266

2 LOTS on Crappie Hollow
Shores $1250 obo Call Bill
Smith (504) 365-0279 in
New Orleans

810 Olive St.
Dried herbs & flowers
ONLY - Artemisia,
cockscomb
yarrow,
lambsear hydrangia
anclicivier lounchesfor
drying Also wreaths &
topianes
8 quilts
made in 1930's

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10% Off

2 ADJACENT lots Anderson Shores Reasonable
price Call 753 6719

Lots
For Side

Or Lease
4BR, 2 bath brick, large
kitchen, hreplace. 5 acres
near lake I 9off barn with
six stalls $85.000 or
$550/mo References
492-8707.

Lein
Promptly

1986 CHEVY ,Cavalier station wagon, good tires,
many new parts blue in
color, excellent gas mileage 69 XXX actual miles
Would make a good family
car for tie price' $3100
obo % Ton MA pickup
truck hauling bed great for
hauling wood, etc $175
753 0653 or 753-0626

1.10

8-3
360

ROBERTS Really Cabway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency Feral your real
estate needs call them today at 753-16511 Sycamore and 12th St

753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALE
753-1916

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.
.110
Reel
Estate
ACREAGE for sate also
will lease or rent 753-1300
after 7pm 489-2116
GENTLEMAN'S farm with
horse barn located lust
southwest of the city limits
This totally redecorated
3-4br home & great 4 stall
horse barn surrounded by
white plank fencing on 2
acres will delight your family Additional acreage
available MLS 05174
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
HUNTERS paradise 100
acres lust over in Tennessee Lots of deer & turkey
759 1701
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake near even Cobb
Resort Lakefront, wooded
Spacious 2br, eat-in
kitchen, deck and screened
porch, $45.000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
9/25-9/26 502.241-0882
RELOCATING Minimum
fifty acres, outbuildings,
large home or approved
building site Lake, nye
frontage desirable SubMental down payment PO
Box 1040 Ze Murray, KY
42071

Nome
For Sala
3 4BR, 2 bath ranch in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools. great town
with fireplace large family
style kitchen, newly decorated, all appliances included. neatly landscaped,
freshly painted exterior 2
car garage, $87.900 Cal
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

3800 SO ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
Dade Call 753-3672 after
5pm
3BR, 2 bath brick on quiet
street oft College Farm Rd,
nicely landscaped, new
carpet, w/24x30 detached
garage Many extras such
as garage door opener,
garbage disposal garbage
compactor, dishwasher,
oak cabinets Immediate
possession
502-251-2709 251-2713
3BR brick ranch style,
newly redecorated lots of
extras East 'Stateline Rd
$65,000 492-8548
3BR ranch style home with
new central gas heat &
central electric air, extra
large rooms, detached
workshop building & metal
storage building, fenced
backyard surrounds large
tree shaded wooden deck
$69.900 MLS *5181 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3BR wood sided house,
unfinished basement on 5
acres. 5 miles north of Murray $35,000 753-2171
4BR, garage & halt 3 story
with basement. on 2 lots
lakefront, Pine Bluff area,
$95.000 Call 436-2573 af
ter 6pm
BRICK ranch. 4br, 2 bath
12x26 screened deck oft
large kitchen, new roof
equipment/tool shed Approx 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Ott Bethel
Church Rd, 5 miles north
east of Murray 759-4947
after 6pm
CONTEMPORARY designed home built in 1991
Located on 54 wooded
acres in pnvate setting
Many outstanding features
in this quality 3br 24 bath
home MLS *3605 Contact
Realty
Kopperud
753-1222
GREAT LOCATION 3br,
24 bath home on approx 1
acre, 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475
JUST listed 3br, 2 bath
brick home central heat
(gas) & cooling large dining room private fenced
yard
Upper $60s Bob
Perrin RE MAX 753 7653
MUST see this home 3br, 2
bath brick on very nice lot, 2
miles from Murray Immediate possession $85,000
Call today 759-1854
NEAT and private. 2br, 2
bath, tucked away near
Kentucky Lake Great for
year round, on vacation
and weekends Low $30's
Bob Perrin RE'MAX
753 7653
SPACIOUS 4br, 2 bath,
brick home You we love
the setting and the private
backyard & patio Central
heat (gas) and cooling
More details, Bob Perrin,
RE'MAX 753-765.3

1988 TAURUS white 4dr.
V-6, good condition
753 3584
1990 RED Grand Am LE
a/c, amilm cassette, tilt.
cruise. MI power, ground
effects auto sharp $6750
753 8098
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray s Alpine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

DISCOUNT parts depend
able SEKVICO for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6prn,
Sat 1Oarn-3pm
490
Used
Care
1972 EL CAMINO 350 with
Meg wheels. a/C, pis pb.
am/fm cassette Candy
Apple red, sporty 12750
753-9396

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel -Air
502 - 753 -SOLD, 1978 T BIRD 80 XXX
I-SOO-36957W
mass excellent condition.
$1500 753-4470
TRAILER & small cabin on
lake for sale and V. of acre 1981 BROWN Honda
of land 753-1036 after CNC Sep Call 4892sa4
alter 5pm
4pm

Residential &
Commercial
Service
Experienced d refer
ences availabie

BOAT & camper storage
753-4509

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 7594664
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wultts Recovery. Murray
436 5560
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668

$50,mo-12 mo contract
$55 mo -6 mo contract
$60/monthly rate

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica,all colors Free esti
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560
LAWN mowing service Insured DOlerrlarl Benehel
phone 759 4564
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
PAINTING, exterior, inter
or Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
lane of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
TYPING Editing Resumes term papers menu
scripts etc $1 50page
759-9660
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon Fri 753 0530
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

rfitRE

706

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
439 SoNBuFTY NuRRAY 1910,4nd Bunny Bread}

753-4408

75.3 5940

1 A A 1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

WOOD WORKS \Ni
C5scSign6

Al lA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

a sign!
(502) 382-2306

Ask us about

Al IA all wound mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

Located on Hwy. 94 West

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

41%
_fs!*

ALI

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm, 759 9816. 753 0495

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

K B ASSOCIATES General construction remodeling garages, decks patios
interior Vim 7530634

CUSTOM iOTCNEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Taking
reservations now.

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance etc Free estimates
489 2303

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electrical carpentry
and general repair
753 0596

beginning
Available
Oct. 1St private boat
storage stalls 11 ft.
wide • 30 tt. deep,
10x10 IL overhead
door.

CARPET Installation Carpet & vinyl commercial &
residential We install Berber tool Cal 753-2504 ask
for Mike Goforth

DRYWALL brushing, re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 meor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1992 GMC Sonoma CARPET and vinyl instate
loaded V6 air Call before Don and repairs Glen Bob
ber. 759-1247
2pm 753 2783
Al, AL S hauling, yell
510
work tree removal, mowing Free estimates
Campers
759 1683

1989 HARRIS 24t1 tiote
boat 100hp Johnson new
4 wheel trailer, low hours
like new, $11,500
436 2561

CUSTOM bulk:to:rig and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354 8161 after 4pm

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
foreman 436-2701

BILL'S Window Cleaning
Service Residential
1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl, Commerical
Call
auto air power steering & 753 5934
41
XXX
brakes Nadine,
miles sharp $4500 firm Boas Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753 7852 after 4pm
teed
753 1134 or
1991 XL Ford truck V8 436-5832
auto air, artelm stereo Mt,
cruise new tires 84 XXX BRYON'S LAWN SERmiles. $8500 obo VICE Free estimates
753-4591
753 6326 or 753-7268

24FT Nomad Camper, fully
self contained air, awning.
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Piney Campground D 36
502-437 4902

CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
and Cooing Somme Compels installaeon and elm
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

Call 753-0775 for tree
estimate If no &Meter,
leave message

Vane
BACKHOE SERVICE
1986 (LATE) GMC Satan BRENT ALLEN septic tank
bought new, never installation repair, replace
wrecked excellent condi ment 759 1515
Don Price reduced Phone BACKHOE Service- ROY
753 1628
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
MC 759 4664

470
ilotoreydse

Moving, Rearranging
your present home?
We can move your
apfurniture
&
pliances along w/
household
Other
products

I.

Gerald Linn

Eddie Linn

753-5315
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction,
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models • Foreign or Domestic

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 22, the 265th day of 1993. There are
100 days left in the year. Autumn arrives at 8:22 p.m. EDT.
Highlight
History:'
in
Today's
On Sepi 22, 1776, Nathan Hale was hanged as a spy by the British
during the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1656, in Patuxent, Md., an all-female jury heard the case of a
woman accused of murdering her child. (The jury voted to acquit.)
In 1789, Congress authorized the office of Postmaster-General.
In 1792, the French Republic was proclaimed.
In 1862, President Lincoln issued the preliminary Emancipation
Proclamation, declaring all slaves in rebel states should be free as of
•
January first, 1863.
In 1975, Sara Jane Moore attempted to shoot President Ford outside
a San Francisco hotel, but missed when a civilian bystander grabbed
her arm, spoiling her aim.
- --In 1980, the Persian Gulf conflict between Iran and Iraq erupted
into full-scale war.
Ten years ago: Amid growing calls for his resignation, Interior Secretary James G. Watt sent a letter to President Reagan apologizing for
remarks he'd made the day before about a special advisory commission, calling the comments "unfortunate" and "morally offensive."
Five years ago: Vice President Bush accepted the endorsement of
the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association in the home state of Democrat Michael Dukakis. The government of Canada apologized for the
World War II internment. of Japanese.Canadians, and promised
compensation.
One year ago: Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
denounced as a -flat-out lie" an allegation that he and other officials
had known American servicemen were left behind when the war in
Southeast Asia ended. President Bush vetoed a family and medical
leave bill (similar legislation was enacted this year.) The U.N. General
Assembly voted to expel Yugoslavia.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Martha Scott is 79. Baseball manager
Tommy Lasorda is 66. Actor Eugene Roche is 65. Captain Mark Phil-.
—1ips is4 Actts Sbari-RetafOnte is 39. Singer-DebbrBraleSinger-musician Joan Jett is 33. Actor Scott Baio is 32.
Thought for Today: "One of the great lessons the-fall of the leaf
'teaches, is this: Do your work well and then be ready to depart when
God shall call." — Tryon Edwards, American clergyman
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Tea years ago
An ordinance creating a personnel and classtfication plan for
city employees went into effect
yesterday after its second approval by Murray City Council.
Dr. Charles Homra, distinguished professor of year, is pictured leading the processional on
Sept. 20 for Founder's Day at
Murray State University to mark
the 60th year of classes at MSU.
Dr. Kala Stroup, president, and
Dr. Harry Sparks, retiring president, were speakers.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Grey Hurt, Aug. 31.
M.C. Garrott writes about John
A., James B. \and Joseph C.
Shekell, Calloway County's triplet draftees in World War II, in
his column, 4-Garrott's Galley."
Twenty years ago
Murray State University will
celebrate its 50th anniversary on

Sept. 24 at Murray Middle 17.
Thirty years ago
School where the first classes in
Army Pfc. Gary W. Humes,
1923 were conducted. Pictured is
the 1924 faculty and student body son of Mr. and Mrs. Orval F.
in front of Administration Build- Humes, Rt. 3, Murray, is serving
ing at Murray Normal School with 57th Ordnance Group at
with Dr. J.W. Carr as president. Germany.
Members of Flag Corps of
Joe T. Thurman, Certified
Murray High School Marching Public Accountant of Murray. has
Band are Sheri Runyon, Cheryl been elected as a member of
Milam, Karen Jones, Marian Hol- American Institute of CPA.
loway, LezIce Bartholomy, Jan
Murray-Calloway County JayCooper, Judy McCuiston, Becky cees sponsored "Flying A Rodeo"
Humphrics, Less Robertson, Nan- Sept. 20 and 21 at Calloway
cy Fitch, Rita Wilson, Vicky County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
McClard, Debbie Robinson and
Frances Wells and Wayne GarCindy Black.
rison were married Aug. 3() at
Births reported include a boy Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Crutcher,
Calloway County Singing ConSept. 11; and a girl to Mr. and vention is being held today at
Mrs. Glen Futrell, Sept. 12: a girl
Locust Grove Church of the
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Bailey,
Nazarene, north of Kirkscy. Joe
Sept. 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rogers is president this year.
Larry Ward, Sept. 16; a girl to
Murray High School Tigers
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter, Sept. beat Mayfield High School Car-
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should bring what. Paper plates
and cups, and plastic forks,
knives and spoons should make
your picnic-style party a breeze.
By cooperating, you will save
face for your husband and avert

.1;2

2-8742

THE FAR SIDE

BE A L.ITTLE COLD,-.1
rr WON' stE nom

3LJ

•

•

Cpl. Noble D. Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Outland, is
serving with I Corps 204th Field
Artillery Battalion, Korea.
Clyde Scarbrough, principal of
Hazel High School, expressed his
appreciation for the improvements made at the school by the
Hazel Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association,
Wadcsboro Homemakers Club
met at the home of Mrs. Lowell
Palmer. Officers are Mrs. Hansel
Ezell, Mrs. Doris Ezell and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett.

DEAR MARRIED: tie should a lifetime of possible resentment from his family.
have consulted you before making the commitment, but don't
•••
make a federal case out of it.
The fat is in the fire.
DEAR ABBY: I just read a letter
Make a list of things to do
before the party, food to be
from a female medical student who
served, etc., and then appoint
was studying to become. a doctor. It
your mother-in-law as your coreminded me of a riddle that 1
hostess.Vall her— and between —fieW-dier
the two of you, decide who
A teen-age boy had been in a

BLONDIE

K finishing
lings Larry

dinals 2710 6 in a football game.
Forty years ago
Needy recipients of Calloway
County received $17,827 during
August under three Public Assistance Programs, according to
Aaron Paul, state director of
Public Assistance.

flEAFt ABBY

•

DEAR ABBY: I heard my husall the food and drinks, and nobody
band talking on the phone this
in his family will offer to lend a
morning. He said, "Sure. Mom, it's
hand .in the work involved before.
OK... it will be just fine ... no probduring or after the party. I flew off
lem for us."
the handle and told him I would go
After he hung up. I asked him
away for the weekend and he could
what that was all about, and he hit
handle the whole thing himself
me with the news that it was his
He says I'm overreacting because
mom's turn to have the annual famI hate his family, which is not true.
-the party -at-her -houbut-she-had- --He's--got a couple of sisters I'm not
volunteered our house for the occacrazy about, but I don't hate them. I
sion. I got really upset because he
guess I'm upset because he didn't
didn't even ask me — he just agreed
consult me before agreeing to have
to take it over without consulting
the party at our place. Am I wrong,
me. Our house is small, but we have
Abby? And what should I di.?
a large porch and a pool.
MARRIED TO A M(.)1‘1 M A'S FHA'
I know we will end up paying for

DAILY COMICS

fing siding
mbing con
itimates Call
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By GARY LARSON

serious car accident. The hospital
called his father sohe could sign a
consent form to authorize surgery it
it was needed. His father went to
the hospital and signed the form.
-After the boy was wheeled tnto
the (operating room, the doctor
looked at the boy and exclaimed. "1
can't operate on him lie's my
Question: Who is the doctor?
Answer: His mother.
PROUD NOT To BE STERFA
TYPED,CHERRY 1111.1.. N .1.
* • •

roe 8 Stump

•

ured with full
lent Free es
y or night
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DEAR ABBY:This irn response
to the letter stating that it was
tacky for the spouse's not to he invited to the class reunion lasel party
I refuse to attend any. of my class
reunions for the very fact that
spouses are invited to everything
Came on, grow up, people I had
absolutely no sexual relatailis with
any of my classmates, but we. did
have some really crazy, fun times
that I am sure the spouse's would
not enjoy hearing about. I do mot see
what the harm is. A class reunion
should be just that — a class
reunion, not a bunch of strangers
there being bored, )1 have not and
will not attend my husband's class
reunions. either. Let him go and
enjoy the past. It's his past. not
mine.)
I think all class reunions should
be for class members only.
FLORIDA GRADVATE
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DEAR GRADUATE: To this I
say,"Amen,sister."
4

WM114

CATHY
ARE YOu SURE

-TNIS IS SUPPOSED TO 60
TO6ETHER

(Ing

DR. GOTT
THERE ARE
NO 'SUPPOSED TO.s"

AN4/60RE

%SHIM /5 noir somOtiiit. 1 ilE 1410s LOOK IS DEFINED WY
CHOICE IRREVERENT GRANGES! 'THE CONFIDENT, FREE SPIRIT
OF THE WOMAN 0,10 KNOWS
EXACTLY WHERE SRE'S &Oa*f

...VINE RETURN DESK
IN A DIFFERENT /WILL 50 I
WON'T HAVE TO RUN INTO
THE SAW SALESCLERK.

By Peter D. Gott. M.D.
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AN INNOCENT SMILE?
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6RAmmA SAYS THAT JUST
BEFORE_SHE GOES TO SLEEP.
EACH NIGHT, SHE HEARS
ANGELS SINGING..

trd

2

3

0

YOU HEARD NO, MY DOG
WANTED TO
ANGELS
SINGING?
COME IN.

64 Decay

65 Aeriform
fluid
66 Cornered
67 Ocean
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DOWN

6 River in
Siberia
7 Neither
8 Emerald Isle
9 Maintenance
10 — Horsley
11 Goal

1 Stroke
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4 Toward
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5 Linger

23
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16 Abounds
18 Stitch
20 Series of
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22 Chubby
Checker
dance
23 Proportion

25 Weak en
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gift
14
28 Halts
131111
30 Drunkard
18
17115111 32 Legal matter
36 Existed
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•
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61 Emmet
62 Kind of cloth
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44 Bend down
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14 Writing
implement
15 Seesaw
17 Ventured
19 Changes
direction
21 Born
22 Woody plant
24 Affirmative
26 Marries
29 Heats
31 Thick black
substance
33 Vessel
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35 Seed
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39 Bond
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40 Drink slowly
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DEAR DR Gorr After undergoing
a traumatic arm injury. I developed
RSD The condition was treated with
a series of injections and months of
therapy Are there any long term
effects of either the condition or the
injections'
DEAR READER Relies sympathet
lc dystrophy is an unusual and fascinating neurological consequence of
.severe injury It is marked by a series
sat nerve abnormalities. including pain.
sweating. shrinkage of skin or bone.
hair loss 'over the involved part' and
joint stiffness
The condition is treated with a program of physical therapy oto reduce
disability) and nerve blocks timer
lions of anesthetic'
RSD itself can, for obvious reasons.
lead to permanent serious c(onsc
wieners. such as marked disability (of
an arm or leg The therapy. including
the injections, does not cause adverse
effects In my view, patients with RSD
should be under the care of appropri
ate specialists. such as neurologists
and physiatrists (rehabilitation medi
cineo.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My wife underwent surgery in 1990 and lost all but
18" of her small intestine and part of
her bowel because of a blood clot In
order to sustain her life, she was
placed on an IV feeder at the time that
was eventually removed She eats well
and has added a dietary supplement.
yet continues to lose weight and suffers from constant diarrhea Her doctor has informed us that if he cannot
stop this, it will be necessary to place
her back on an IV feeder Help'
DEAR READER One of the Kites
tine's major functions is to absorb fluid
from digested food Therefore. when a
large portion of bowel is removed, as
was true in your wife's case, abnormal
amounts of water remain in the 'Mesh
nal contents, diarrhea is a natural con
sequence In addition. extensive bowel
surgery can permanently upset the nor
mal digestive pattern, leading to weight
les and diminished absorption nut('ixs
Before pushing the panic button.
give your wife's doctor an opportunity
to correct the situation, using dietary
alterations *fluid restriction) and
medicine latich as Immodiumi If he is
unsuccessful. your wits should be
referred to a gastroenterologist
andior it diet also for further advice
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10th 8 Chestnut St.

It's The Total On The Tap That Counts!!!
Assorted Flavors

-.•

1

Boston Butt

1GA

PORK
ROAST

09

ANANAS

Lb.

$1.39 Lb.

Value Pack (Packed As Mixed Chops)
lb.
1/4 Pork Loin
Ole Springhill (Bonus 3/4.29)
16 oz.
Corn Dogs
Chicken
On Cor
lb.
Nibblers

$1.88
$1.59
$1.99

2 Liter
Bottle
\\-

.11••••••

Al II • 11 •
.
S

4.

CIE
fC'

SOFT
DRINKS

olden Ripe-

Value Pack

Pork Steak

00.0°

?,`

SLICED ACIliAl
,•
ACE,

Jim Adams
Sliced

r

Jim Adams

BACON
"V

Boneless Fryer

Store Ground

Turkey

a
Ai

MEAL

lb.

Boneless Beef

Cube Steak
Value Pack Fryer

Thighs or Drumsticks

•a..

5 Lb.
Bag
•

•

c;11

<
SINGLES
1.1"4,113.4-'
46.

,
Corn z-z
Rakes

tta. ORIGINAL 4SP,
—

.raor

Kebbler Red Box Only

Why Pay More

SINGLES

ORANGE JUICE

12 Oz. Pkg.

1/2 Gal. Carton

ERS
CRACK
Lb. Box

CORN FLAKES
18 Oz. Box

29

99

Sunshine Ration or
Chunk 20 Lb.

Dog Food
_

9.
tioneY_

_j

s2"

Rosedale

Sliced
Peaches

SalACI

1
‘ef-'45;2.
1144,—

74FW
,
I Wili1

CORN
6 Oz.

$109
29 oz. I

Dr. Pepper or Diet $A99
Dr. Pepper

24 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

MI

Lipton 24 Ct. Family $

Tea
Bags

69

6

Goo"
FLA"

POTATO
CHIPS
1GA

BOGLE%

89c 99c 9

C./
fiorteN
Gralib rit

'
6rahan

4
:hi
11116141
SliACk

Bugles

Prairie Farms

$159

A TASTE LACE
ROASTED CORN

e4"ti
WItt

Ai

Kraft American

Spaghetti
Sauce

A TASTE LICE
ROASTED CORN

II;r11
tV
t
e
441k

.artL':Ny—

Prego 32 oz. Jar

pnnhI

UP

'
17
'
-:,i ll-

0
Pr
SINGLES

Ili

$2.99
lb. $2.49
lb. 69c

Breast Fillets

99`
60z. $1.19
'
lb. 99
12 oz.

Shrimp Bites

S;N 1

1

Lb.

(Bonus Pack 3/2.67)
Jim Adams (Bonus 3/2.67)
Singleton

SAUSAGE

Sunflower
Self-Rising

t

19

12
Oz.
Wieners

COR

Taster s Choice

GRAHAM CRACKERS INSTANT COFFEE
16 Oz Box
7 Oz. Jar

(

Blue 'N-A
Bonnetic,.

) POTATO
( CHIPS
/

Blue Bonnet

Golden Flake Assorted Flavors

CHIPS
POTATO
Oz. Bag
6

PEPSI PRODUCTS

OLEO

2 Liter Bottle

Lb. Carton

99' $499 1St 99' 39'
•

Effective Dates
22-28

HOMETOWN
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